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EDITORIAL

We keep growing

It is great news and reason to be happy for us to be able to say
that we continue growing despite the crisis in which we are
immersed. This year, the group will grow by about 15% and we
will return to a turnover volume similar to what existed before the
crisis.
For this reason, and thanks to the trust you have placed in us,
we would like to give our most sincere appreciation to our
customers and main partners.
Having considered the reduced activity from the crisis as an
opportunity allowed us to focus intensively on research and
development, this is making it possible for us to survive the crisis
better than many of our competitors. The main results of this
philosophy have been the launch of the Irizar i6 model and the
development of the integral coach range.
Just as at the end of the last century and at the beginning of this
one, Irizar took the important step from being a local coach
manufacturer to a global one, allowing us to generate more value
for the group and society, in the last five years we have taken
another step that was even bigger: the development and launch
of our range of integral vehicles, which will help us become a
reference amongst European coach brands. We have already
launched this activity in Europe with four distributors for the United
Kingdom, France, Holland and Poland markets.

acquisition of Jema, a highly technological European reference
in power electronics with strong growth in 2010.
In 2011, we joined the I&T communications company, which
focuses on operations assistance communication systems for
the railway sector and the transport industry in general. We have
also strengthened the group with the creation of Jema Electrónica
to address the group's electronic systems needs.
We are convinced that this is the right path for reinforcing ourselves
in light of the uncertainty in a setting that is increasingly complex,
which makes us view the future with prudent optimism.
To conclude, we would like to reiterate the importance we give
to close customer relationships so as to provide the service they
expect in all our group's activities as a key part of our development,
growth and contribution to our surroundings and society.

As a result of our clear corporate social responsibility and
sustainability policy, we have started a project to develop an
electric bus for urban use, leading a powerful consortium along
with other companies, technological centres and end users. We
believe that this segment can contribute growth to the group in
the near future.
In recent years, we have also defined industrial diversification to
be strategic for strengthening the group. The first step was the

José Manuel Orcasitas
Chief Executive Officer

Irizar Integral Coach
Irizar's integral coach technology was presented at the latest edition of the Busworld
fair in October 2009 with the first two prototypes of the Irizar PB and the Irizar i4.
The strategic objective is none other than
to expand the existing coach offering
(chassis plus bodywork) to customers,
including and offering a complete IRIZAR
coach in those markets that demand it.
With this innovative technology, IRIZAR
offers customers a new alternative that
will complement the current offering of
coaches manufactured for all the chassis
brands available in the various markets,

with which the company intends to
continue collaborating.
To develop this new technology, IRIZAR
has relied on prestigious partners: engines
by DAF; gearbox, axles and steering by
ZF, Wabco for the suspension and brakes;
and VDO Continental for electronics. The
remaining components are supplied by
companies of recognised prestige in their
field.
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are equipped with all the elements that
comprise ACTIVE SAFETY:
• EBS: Electronic braking system.
• ECAS: Electronically controlled air
suspension
• ESC: Electronic stability control.
• ABS: Anti-lock braking system.
• ASR: Anti-slip regulation for traction
control.
• TPMS: Tyre pressure and temperature
monitoring system.
• ACC: Adaptive cruise control.
• BiXenon headlamps.
• ISOFIX system and all-age.

The Irizar Integral is a coach that
offers the latest advances in both
active as well as passive safety
The safety of all passengers is IRIZAR's
top priority when designing its coaches,
investing all that is necessary and
collaborating with the most prestigious
engineering firms to identify and include
the most advanced technologies in order
to become the leaders of this field and
anticipating future regulations.
Aside from the passive safety aspects
incorporated into its vehicles, with
measures that cover everything from the

structural design to the aspects that
affect the driver, these integral coaches
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A reliable coach
During the development process and
prior to its industrialisation, the complete
range of Irizar integral coaches (the Irizar
PB, Irizar i6 and Irizar i4) undergo
demanding tests at one of the most
prestigious applied automotive research
institutes in the world--IDIADA

Automotive Technology. "Our goal is for
IRIZAR coaches to be a reliable, safe
and profitable investment for our
customers by offering our product´s
durability guarantee. This guarantee
begins when each of our vehicles begins
accelerated durability tests, driving on a
variety of pavement strips, on wet, dry
and extreme conditions."
Tests on the accelerated fatigue track
simulate the equivalent accumulation of
one million kilometres of combination

use and two million kilometres on
motorways, as well as their effects on
structural components and coach
elements. The tests combine driving on
various surfaces at different speeds and
a series of manoeuvres to tense the
vehicle's structure so as to verify its
performance, test the suspension
systems, detect noises inside the
passenger area and identify any dust,
gravel or dirt that may enter in order to
prevent wear and corrosion. All with the
aim of verifying the durability of the entire
vehicle in the harsdest conditions.
The test results obtained by all the
vehicles of the IRIZAR family have been
excellent, representing definitive proof
of the GUARANTEED RELIABILITY OF
IRIZAR coaches.

Irizar integral coaches (the Irizar PB,
Irizar i6 and Irizar i4) undergo
demanding tests
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The integral coach is a result of IRIZAR's
collaboration with top engineering firms

A profitable coach
A coach that minimises fuel consumption
and CO2 emissions, while including
concepts such as aerodynamics and
rounded shapes for side wind resistance
and reduced consumption, optimal
accessibility to maintenance areas, and
standardised components.
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The integral coach optimises fuel
consumption and minimises CO2 emissions
into the atmosphere
A light coach
It incorporates significant improvements
in terms of weight, making it possible to
offer more luggage and seat capacity.
Without a doubt, a strong advantage
that will have positive effects with the
future addition of Euro 6 engines.
A sustainable coach
Sustainability and respecting the
environment are also unbending dogmas
at Irizar, and they have been taken into
consideration in the design and
production of Irizar's integral coaches.
They are equipped with Euro5 SCR (EEV)
engines and automatic gear boxes. The
maximum recyclability of the components
used in these coaches and the optimal
fuel consumption make it possible to
minimise CO2 emissions into the
atmosphere. Additionally, the impact
derived from integral coaches is very
positive, primarily due to the considerable
reduction of transport resources, logistics
and an optimised production process.
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More about Irizar’s integral coach
Available options
STRATEGY.- The strategic objective of the leap taken by Irizar with the integral coach
is none other than to expand the current offering of conventional coaches (chassis
plus bodywork) for customer, offering a complete IRIZAR coach to those markets that
request it.
As a result, IRIZAR offers customers a new alternative that will complement the current
offering of coaches manufactured for all the chassis brands available in the various
markets, with which the company intends to continue collaborating.
MARKETS.- The United Kingdom, France, Holland and Poland already have exclusive
importers who provide sales and after-sales services for the integral coach. This
network is already in operation and will continue to grow and expand.
Replacement parts: Spare parts are supplied by importers and DAF’s TRP service.
SERVICE IN EUROPE.- European support will be offered via the DAF European truck
dealer network enhanced by the Irizar European dealer Network. This is coordinated
via a 24 hour/365 days call centre operated by DAF Aid in Eindhoven.
Warranty.- a two-year warranty

RANGE OF INTEGRAL COACHES

The Irizar i4, designed
to address the short and
medium distance
segment, is a passenger
vehicle for both special
and regular services of
urban areas. With
comfort, functionality,
reliability, and adaptability
to various operator needs
(there are three different
aisle heights available), as
well as cost-effectiveness
for clients and its design
as identifying
characteristics, these all
make it different.

Irizar i6. New Irizar coach
that was launched to the
market in 2010. The Irizar
i6 is a versatile high-end
coach that is ideal for
commuter and touring
services. It stands out
because of its features,
design, aerodynamics,
careful details and
comfort. Irizar's identifying
symbols make it
unmistakable. A state-ofthe-art, safe, reliable and
profitable coach.

The Irizar PB was
selected as the Coach of
the Year in Spain and in
Europe. It boasts of an
excellent reputation
among drivers for its great
stability on the road. Its
spectacular internal
design conveys the
feeling of comfort, wellbeing and modernness
among passengers. It is
ideal for long distance
routes and upmarket
tourism.

Engine
• Paccar DAF 12.9 litres MX300409bhp
(300 kW) at 1,900 rpm. Maximum
par of 2,000 Nm at 1,000-1,410 rpm
or
• Paccar DAF 12.9 litres MX340462bhp
(340 kW) at 1.900 rpm. Maximum
par of 2,300 Nm at 1,000-1,400 rpm
(for 14 metres) or
• DAF Paccar 12.9 litres MX375
510bhp (375 kW) at 1,900 rpm.
Maximum par of 2,500 Nm at 1,1001,400 rpm (for 14 metres) or
• DAF Paccar 9.2 litres PR228 320bhp
(228 kW) at 1.900 rpm. Maximum
par of 2,300 Nm at 1,900-1,400 rpm
Maximum par of 1,100-1,700 rpm
or
• DAF Paccar 9.2 litres PR265360bhp
(265 kW) at 1,900 rpm. Maximum
par of 1,450 Nm at 1,100-1,700 rpm
Transmission
• ZF 12 speed manual automatic AS
Tronic 2700 with intarder power or
• ZF Ecolife 1700 six speed fully
automatic with intarder (9.2 litres
optional) Wheel carriage
• ZF RL75EC independent front
suspension
• ZF AV132 rear axle ~ Wabco ECAS,
EBS, ABS / ASR
Brakes and suspension
Wabco ECAS, EBS, ABS / ASR
Structure
• Complies with the future R.66.01 rollover standard
• High-resistance steel for reducing
weight (stainless steel structure
optional)
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SALES AND AFTER-SALES SERVICE IN GREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, HOLLAND AND POLAND

Irizar moves into Europe with its integral
coach
The first steps have already been taken towards creating IRIZAR's sales and after-sales
service in Europe. Countries that include the UK, France, Holland and Poland already
have a comprehensive IRIZAR service with 24 hour assistance 365 days of the year.
Service becomes a priority. In these countries, Irizar will offer personalised attention
and an important after-sales service that is able to resolve any client incident, as well
as logistics centres from which spare parts are supplied wherever they are needed in
minimal times.
In addition, customers have online access to all the necessary documentation for their
coach, such as the replacement part catalogue, technical documentation, service manual,
and maintenance manual.

CONTACTS:
Ian Hall UK Sales Director ian@irizar.com 07557 340359
WORKSOP

Steve O’Neill UK Commercial Director steve@irizar.com
07825045146
Robert McDonald UK Customer Service Director
robert@irizar.com 07825 046588
Gorka Azcona Director of UK sales at Irizar gazcona@irizar.com

Portland House, Claylands Avenue,
Worksop, Nottinghamshire S81 7BQ
United Kingdom
Tel: 01909 500514

Aitor Bustos UK After-sales Manager abustos@irizar.com
+34 667181934
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Operating since August

Inauguration of IRIZAR UK
IRIZAR UK was born with a clear customer orientated
strategy. In fact, the directors who will lead this company,
Steve O'Neil and Ian Hall, are very well-known and have
extensive experience in the coach world, and they have
first-hand knowledge of customer needs. The complete
range of coaches on two and three axles is already
available. The first units have already been sold.

The IRIZAR UK facility was inaugurated in August with an
event that brought together an extensive and important
representation of operators in the United Kingdom, many
which are IRIZAR customers, as well as authorities,
associations and the media.

During the inauguration event, Export Director Gotzon
Gomez says: “Irizar UK was only a concept in August
2010. A year on, we have created a sales team, facilities,
UK Parts and Service infrastructure and sold our first
vehicles, we are very pleased with the way have been
welcomed by the
market as an
independent
organisation”.

IRIZAR UK will be located in Worksop at the facility
acquired by the Johnson family, which owns Johnson
Bros, Tours and Redfern Travel, from where the sales and
after-sales for IRIZAR integral coaches will be offered.

The 10,000 square-metre premises at Claylands Avenue
feature offices, a
showroom and
delivery area for two
coaches, a
workshop for up to
10 coaches
equipped with all
the latest
technology, along
with a logistical
parts centre for the
complete range of
Irizar coaches.

Master Truck and Bus Parts
The recently created Master Truck and Bus Parts,
property of Johnson Bros Tours (JBT), has been
appointed as Irizar UK’s Parts distributor. This
company, which has great renown in the sector,
occupies the majority of the 2.5 acre Claylands
Avenue site and will allow Irizar UK to offer more
competitive parts prices, by minimizing its supply
chain
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IRIZAR DISEMBARKS IN EUROPE

The technical experience of GBB,
the partner with which IRIZAR has
created Irizar Autocars, make it a
solid and reliable ally
IrizarAutocars

Its Tours facilitywill house the sales offices as well repair shops
and a logistics centre that will become the starting point for
an authorised IRIZAR service network, as well as the extensive
DAF after-sales network that exists in the country.

France is another market that IRIZAR has given priority in
creating its sales and after-sales service network.
IRIZAR AUTOCARS is the result of an association between
GBB and IRIZAR, and its activity is focused on servicing
IRIZAR integral coaches with DAF engines in France.

The concern for quality and service, along with a foundation
of technical industry experience, make GBB a solid and reliable
partner for IRIZAR, which will undoubtedly transform IRIZAR
AUTOCARS into a Premium reference brand in France by
offering customers an attractive way of
combining a product that is reliable, safe,
profitable and with a service that is able
to address any need.
The first Irizar i6 units have already been
delivered to customers in France.

IRIZAR AUTOCARS
TOURS

CONTACTS:
Guénaël Bonneau France Sales Director gbonneau@irizarautocars.fr 616
18 59 42
Iñigo Bereciartua France Commercial Director at Irizar ibereciartua@irizar.com
Ignacio Del Canto France Commercial Director at Irizar idelcanto@irizar.com

ZAC N°4 du Cassantin – Avenue du Cassantin
37210 PARCAY-MESLAY France
Téléphone: 0033 2 47 85 44 88
Télécopie: 0033 2 47 85 44 89

Santi Plazaola After-sales Manager at Irizar splazaola@irizar.com
Iñigo Erauskin After-sales Manager at Irizar ierauskin@irizar.com
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Landing in France

Delivery of the first units in France
The first integral units are already
travelling on French roadways.
These are two 13 m coaches, 3.5 m
high, with 57 seats. The coaches
have DAF MX 340 E5 engines (460
CV), and a robotic ZF 12AS2700 BO
ASTRONIC gearbox.
The customers have praised the
advantages that these vehicles offer
in terms of safety and reliability. One
of them, Vicent Bonneau of Transports
Bonneu, agreed to answer some of
our questions:
What led you to buy an integrated
version Irizar coach?
At its presentation in Madrid, I was
immediately attracted to the I6 and
the I4. The combination of IRIZAR’s
design with an integrated version for
me is an extra guarantee of comfort,
consistency, lower weight and
therefore less fuel consumption. Also,
the good reviews of the quality of the
manufacture of the whole unit
convinced me.
So, why the i6?
Our activity requires tourist coaches
that enhance our business and the
experience of the customer being
transported. The design of the I6 and
its clean interiors help to convey an
image of quality.

Have you already worked with the
new coach?

What do you like most about this
coach?

We received our new I6 on 17 June
2011 and we’ve already done a few
tourist runs with it: Portugal, Lourdes,
the Tyrol and several trips to Spain
and I have to say that the vehicle’s
performance is very safe and
satisfactory in all types of roads
encountered.

Its comfort and its innovative features
(TNT, WIFI)
Any negative aspects? Please
comment on any issues.
Well, really these are fairly insignificant
details:
• The footrests: Small people can’t
use them (a better option would be
multi-position foot-rests). There are
no footrests in the front seats and
behind the toilets (maybe have
smaller openings at foot level)
• The vacuum cleaner hose is too
short.
• The opening of the "toilet" technical
area with the square key,
• A handle would be more practical.
• No carpet on the stairs.
• The floor temperature at the rear
of the vehicle (transmission of heat
between the engine and the cabin
floor)
What would you ask Irizar to include
in the coach do if you were a member
of the working group on the
development of the new coach
model?
Slightly less starting incline on the PB
seats.
An external camera

Did you already know Irizar? What
is your opinion of the company?
I already knew IRIZAR through two
models: the Century and the PB.
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IRIZAR DISEMBARKS IN EUROPE

Rieks Rozeman, director of Cosmo Trucks: "The combination
of Irizar's values of reliability and innovation and DAF's
technology provide Cosmo a unique opportunity"

In Holland, alliance with COSMO
In the month of May, the COSMO COACH & BUS company
was established as a result of the distribution agreement
between COSMO TRUCKS and IRIZAR. It will provide sales
and after-sales services for the integral IRIZAR coaches in
Holland.
Located in Bolsward, it also has decades of experience in
offering after-sales service for buses and coaches, especially
with DAF technology.

and coach market will ensure a successful start in this new
market segment."
Cosmo Coach&Bus's facility in Utrecht will house the aftersales service and the showroom for IRIZAR integral coaches.
Its concern for quality and service, along with a foundation of
technical experience in the sector make it a solid and reliable
partner.

With this firm step, it now becomes the main technical and
logistics service centre for all IRIZAR coaches in Holland. Without
a doubt, an important factor for customers in that market is
that they will benefit from 17 after-sales service centres located
in northern, central and southern Holland.
Rieks Rozeman, director of Cosmo Trucks, is extremely pleased
with this new activity for Cosmo Coach&Bus."The combination
of IRIZAR's values of reliability and innovation and DAF's
technology provide Cosmo a unique opportunity. Our
organisation's general experience and know-how in the bus

CONTACTS:

COSMO COACH&BUS
BOLSWARD

Jeroen Vermeulen Netherlands Sales Director
ja.vermeulen@cosmotrucks.nl 615349663
Jaap de Witt Netherlands After-sales Director j.dwitt@cosmotrucks.nl
650220183
Iñigo Bereciartua Commercial Manager at Irizar ibereciartua@irizar.com
Iñigo Erauskin After-sales Manager at Irizar ierauskin@irizar.com
Santi Plazaola After-sales Manager at Irizar splazaola@irizar.com

Atoomweg 81, 3542 AA UTRECH
Tel.: +31 (0)30-2480 611 • Fax: +31 (0)30-2480613

Itxaso Donamaria Sales Director at Irizar idonamaria@irizar.com
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Inauguration of the Cosmo Coach&Bus Showroom
On September 21, just as it happened
in the United Kingdom, the Cosmo
Coach & Bus Showroom was
inaugurated in Utrech, a 600 squaremetre pavilion which will exhibit the
coaches coming from Irizar in Spain,
and which will become the main sales
and customer service headquarters.
The inauguration event had a very
strong attendance from customers,
the press and Irizar members,
including Art de Koning, CEO of
Koops-Furness, Jeroen Vermeulen,
Sales Director, Gotzon Gomez, Export
Director for the Irizar Group, and Win
Hulshof, ITS Director in Holland, who
provided all of the relevant information
about the strategy, structure,

organization, sales and post-sales
services for Irizar’s integral coaches
powered by DAF in Holland.
According to Win Hulshof, ITS
Director, the service has the capacity
to attend to 46,000 repairs per year

in Europe and to respond to 650,000
calls in less than 10 seconds. Nearly
4% of the calls are for buses and
coaches, and just over 75% of the
coaches are on the road again in less
than 6 hours.
DAF’s ITS service “is intended to help
customers when and where they
need it so that their vehicles are never
stopped. To do this, there is a help
desk which operates 24 hours per
day, 7 days a week, staffed by 36
people who speak at least eight
languages.”
After the traditional ribbon-cutting
ceremony to officially inaugurate the
Irizar showroom, a cocktail was
provided which was a combination
of Dutch and Spanish products,
accompanied by a pianist.
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IRIZAR DISEMBARKS IN EUROPE

Wanicki Company is the distributor selected
by IRIZAR to be close to its customers in
Poland

IRIZAR is closer to its Polish customers through
Wanicki.
The decision to be near its customers in Poland has led IRIZAR
to sign a distribution agreement with the Wanicki Company to
offer the sales and after-sales service of IRIZAR integral coaches
in Poland.

Wanicki Company was founded in 1991, and eight years later,
in 1999, it became the authorised representative of the DAF
truck company. It is currently the only DAF distributor in Poland
with 100% Polish capital.
Wanicki Company is backed by 10 years of experience in the
service and after-sales service of buses and coaches, and it
has five service points in southern Poland and Slovakia. These
service points are located in Mogilany (near
Krakow), Swidnik (near Lublin), Trzciana (near
Rzeszow), Ustron and Kosice (Slovakia), and they
have become the starting points of the IRIZAR
authorised service network.
The presence of Irizar-Wanicki is, for the Polish
company's management, a top option since,
according to the words of its general manager,
Mr. Wanicki “we are truly satisfied with the
acceptance of Polish customers with our
commitment to this market.”

Ul. Myslenicka 19 32-031
Mogilany Polska
Tel: 0048 12 37 27 000 Fax:
0048 12 27 08 032

CONTACTS:
Tomasz Kotas Sales Director in Poland tomasz.kotas@wanicki.pl
Jaroslaw Wozniak Sales Manager in Poland jaroslaw.wozniak@wanicki.pl
Mariusz Markowicz Sales Manager in Poland
mariusz.markowicz@wanicki.pl
Roman Giza After-sales Manager in Poland roman.giza@wanicki.pl
Juan Irigoyen Commercial Manager at Irizar jirigoyen@irizar.com
Xabier Larrañaga Commercial Manager at Irizar xlarranaga@irizar.com
Asier Salsamendi After-sales Manager at Irizar asalsamendi@irizar.com

MOGILANY
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Katowice Fair, Road Show and Kielce

The schedule for presenting and introducing Irizar
and its integral coaches in Poland has been full of
activities and events
Targi Glob - Katowice
Irizar chose the venue of the Targi
Glob Fair, dedicated to tourism, to
officially introduce Wanicky Co as the
official distributor of the sales and
post-sales for Irizar’s integral coaches
in Poland (see section on fairs)

Road Show
From May 8 to 13, Wanicki Co
deployed its commercial strategy for
Irizar, making contact with all of its
customers in Poland through Road
Shows which took place in five cities

(Wroclaw, Poznan, Gdansk, Warsaw,
Krakow), chosen strategically to
present the Irizar i6 and Irizar i4 integral
coach models, their attributes, as well
as the details regarding sales, postsales, conditions and future activities.
Clients had the chance to test the
coaches on Polish highways. The
roadshow was a great success in
making initial contact with Polish
customers.
Trans Expo - Kielce
In September, Irizar was again present
with a stand of over 300 m2 at the
Trans Expo show dedicated to the
bus and coach sector, presenting an
Irizar i6 coach and an Irizar i4 coach.
(See fairs).
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The integral coach put to the test

Notable high for the integral Irizar i6
With the title "Irizar i6: A Coach that Knows What It Wants," the magazine Omnibusrevue
has published a complete analysis of the integral IRIZAR coach in its September issue.
(source: Omnibusrevue. September 2011. Pages 28-32. Author: SaschaBöhnke.

After listing general information about the Irizar Group, the
author says: “Other advantages that Irizar has include its
extensive experience accumulated over many years, and its
collaboration with numerous chassis manufacturers, the company
is extremely familiar with the needs of each market. This minimises
the risk of offering a bus in Germany without knowing the market.
For this reason, OMNIBUSREVUE has decided to subject the
Irizar i6 to a very strict test. The simple act of showing up
demonstrates a difference from other manufacturers, who were
not even able to present a bus which met the test's standards,
which disqualified them immediately. Irizar is taking this very
seriously.”

Irizar is serious
The article addresses the coach's positive and negative aspects
one by one with the aim of answering the question as to whether
it is worthy of being included in the Business Class category.
The German magazine points out that it is the product of a well
thought-out construction since it offers the possibility of
combining axle, transmission and engine components as desired.
"The Irizar i6," the author continues, "appears to be pleasant
and well-proportioned. The front has the design that characterises
Irizar coaches, but it includes a number of innovations, such as
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"The Irizar i6 is very
easy to drive. The
centre of gravity is not
too low and the axles
that have been used
perform very well”

standard daytime headlamps and dipped headlights. This is an
important detail that makes coaches safer." When discussing
the electric door, the article highlights their precision and
efficiency, and concludes that the interior is well-lit and inviting,
with materials that appear to be solid and resistant. The driver's
position is defined as comfortable, spacious and very modern,
although it notes the difficulty for novice drivers due to the large
number of switches.
We do not want to ignore those aspects that Omnibusrevue's
critics were not fond of, which Irizar has already started to work
on, since all of them can be improved. For example, the windscreen
reflections, the armrest finish, the guide's seat in terms of tightness
or uncomfortableness, or the position of the tachograph, which
is partially hidden by the steering wheel and the retarder lever.
The journey begins
"The Irizar i6, he assures, "is very easy to drive. The centre of
gravity is not too low and the axles that have been used perform
very well... The Irizar integral showed no weaknesses at the
ADAC Club testing area. Quite the opposite: in tests such as
the braking distance measurement, it left the competition behind
with a very short braking distance."

Answer: Very well, because the Xenon headlamps light the area
in front of the vehicle optimally."
"In summary," the article concludes, "the Irizar i6 is a good
vehicle and does its job. Although this coach is not as exotic
as one might expect, all the experience of well-known suppliers
and the knowledge of a builder which for many years has known
how to address customer requirements are concentrated in
this vehicle. Precisely for this reason it would be a shame for
Irizar buses to only travel around southwestern Europe."
The German magazine concludes: “in our opinion: Irizar
deserves all of our respect for showing up at the toughest
market, the German market, with its Irizar i6. We can predict
that it is going to earn all the respect of this market, since we
can testify to its great potential. All of the deficiencies that we
have found can be overcome with little effort. We especially
liked the combination of the power train, which leads to smooth
and safe driving. In the Irizar i6, one does not fine excessive
innovations, but it is a very reliable coach and transmits
confidence to us.”.

And since a coach is driven during the day and at night, the
magazine asks: How does the Irizar i6 perform in this area?
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Rating:
Source: Omnibusrevue. September 2011.
pages 26 - 32. Author: SaschaBöhnke

Engine

Passenger area

Performance when started
8 points
Power course
8 points
Automatic limiter
8 points
Noise emission
7 points
Retarder
7 points
Points obtained:
38 (out of 50)

Quality / Finish
Exterior visibility
WC
Kitchen
Step height
Entrance width
Surface mount diffusers
Waste concept
Points obtained:

+: Six-cylinders in line for 12.9 litres are very
strong, but don't worry, they don't vibrate a
lot; very pleasant power reserves and robust
even at low speed ranges.
- : When the coach is full, the retarder's power
is good.

+: The interior is very bright and modern; the
monitor is well integrated.
- : Passenger visibility towards the front is very
limited because the windscreen is quite low;
the seats are very tight, there are no folding
tables, and the finish is somewhat negligent.

Transmission
Handling
Automatic adjustment
Process when running
Handling
Points obtained:

7 points
6 points
8 points
8 points
8 points
8 points
9 points
8 points
62 (out of 80)

7 points
9 points
8 points
8 points
32 (out of 40)

Lighting

+: The running process is aimed at comfort,
and gears can be changed without pulling
on the gear, even in difficult situations with
hills.
- : Manual intervention possible from the steering
wheel, which means that a driver who is
unfamiliar with the coach may accidentally
activate the gear shift.

Exterior lighting
Dashboard lighting
Interior lighting
Interior light reflection on
windscreen
Luggage compartment
lighting
Light/lamp replacement
Points obtained:

Driving qualities

+: Safety with dipped headlights and Xenon.
- : Unfortunately, considerable interior lighting
reflection on the windscreen, especially from
the LED aisle light strip.

Handling
Braking power
Braking sensitivity
Performance on curves
Suspension
ESP coordination
Points obtained:

8 points
10 points
9 points
9 points
9 points
9 points
54 (out of 60)

+: Very direct handling, good contact with the
road, optimal suspension, few vibrations,
good braking power sensitivity, good ESP
performance but without action from the first
instant, optimal braking time.
- : The front axle sometimes vibrates, which is
bothersome at high speeds and seems noisy.
These anomalies do not always appear; it
depends on the road. Perhaps it is an isolated
issue with this but. The turning radius is rated
as wide.

Driver's area
Ergonomics
7 points
Controls
8 points
Switches
7 points
Air conditioning / heating
10 points
Glove compartments
8 points
Visibility / rear-view mirrors
9 points
Seat adjustment
9 points
Points obtained:
58 (out of 70)
+: Good visibility of the display, even with the
sun; the air conditioning is very easy to
operate.
- : there is not enough space in the driver's
glove compartment, too many switches on
the left (they're very close together and affect
the overall vision), very limited visibility of the
tachometer display.

10 points
8 points
9 points
6 points
9 points
8 points
50 (out of 60)

Total points:
294 out of 360
Overall note: 2
Assessment:
1
Very good
2
Good
3
Satisfactory
4
Sufficient
5
Deficient
6
Insufficient
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The integral coach put to the test

Positive reviews from the trade press
The arrival of the Irizar i6 and the concept of the integral coach in Europe has not gone
unnoticed by the media. The trade press from different European countries evaluate
the launch and the technical characteristics.
The British sector-specific magazines, Bus & Coach Buyer and
Route-One, do a detailed analysis of the elements that contribute
to the comfort and reliability of the coach, and conclude that
the “i6 has an elegant look, an attractive and modern style and
design that gets your attention. Irizar UK has a promising
future.”
Two other Polish publications report on the advent of the integral
i6. AUTOBUSY stresses the lightness of the structure and the
good performance of the Astronic power train. Trakeer BUS,
for its part, offers the results of the tests performed jointly with
the Polytechnic University of Krakow, which were intended to
establish the levels of fuel consumption and noise, the recovery
capacity in gear and the degree of comfort of the coach.

Jeroen Vermeulen of Cosmo & Coach, together with the editor
of the bus website in the Netherlands, Bus Idee, made an
original journey from Ormaiztegui to Holland, which confirmed
for them the pleasure of driving it.

Sources:
Bus & Coach Buyer. May 2011. Author, Stuart Jones
Route-One. September 2011
AUTOBUSY. May 2011.
Trakker Bus. March 2011. Pages 6 - 13
Bus Idee. Author, Jeroen Vermeulen
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The integral coach put to the test

GOING HEAD TO HEAD WITH THE BEST EUROPEAN COACHES

Irizar is present at the Coach Euro Test 2011

Representatives of the participating
companies in the Coach Euro Test
2011

With the assistance of more than sixty
professionals, the Coach Euro Test 2011
took place in the tourist town of Arendal
(Norway) this past June and included
the presence of Scania, Setra, VDL,
Viseon, Volvo and Irizar.

circuit tests, the programme also includes
road tests to verify vehicle performance
and behaviour from the perspective of
drivers as well as passengers. All
rounded out with presentations by the
manufacturers participating in the event.

The Coach Euro Test is the most
prestigious technical event organised in
Europe and has the objective of
evaluating coaches that have been
recently launched in the European Union
market. Aside from all types of closed

The event is organised by 18 specialised
magazines from the same number of
European countries that, after several
days of tests and coexistence, vote to
determine the winner of the prestigious
2012 Coach of the Year award, which is
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The positive experience of
this year leads Irizar to
look forward with
optimism to future Tests

given during the Busworld fair that takes
place in the Belgian city of Kortrijk during
the month of October.
This year's event has attracted the most
participation (along with 2007) and
included the presence of the Irizar i6
integral version, which had not been
present since the 2003 edition when it
earned the title with an Irizar PB
bodywork mounted on a Scania chassis.
This time Irizar attended alone to show
that it is capable of competing in equal
conditions with the most important
European brands.
The jury's evaluation of the i6's
performance in road tests as well as on
the closed circuit was very positive. In
fact, the Irizar coach earned the best
results for acceleration as well as braking
distance.
The selection of the Norwegian city of
Arendal is not only the result of an
attempt to rotate the event's location
each year, but to a greater degree, to
adapt the setting to the type of services
the coaches operate. In this sense, three
different circuits with a range of distances
were designed in a rugged terrain with

constant slopes and which were
especially demanding for the engines
and the gearboxes, increasing the quality
of the tests that were performed.
Although Irizar's efforts were not sufficient
so as to repeat this prestigious honour,
the company leaves on a positive note
and is certain that the experience is the
starting point for earning this award in
the near future.

Irizar i6 fact sheet, published by the
Autobuses&Autocares magazine in
relation to the Test
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MR. ERIC RITTER, SECRETARY GENERAL OF THE FNTV – NATIONAL PASSENGER TRANSPORT FEDERATION

“We are going to increase the share of coaches
in French travel”
The work of the National Passenger Transport Federation in France is based on three
main pillars: safety, environmental protection, and the vindication of the profession
of bus driver.
The imposition of certain standards, like driving time, the length of the vehicles or
fleet renewal, the driver training programs and user awareness-raising campaigns,
experimentation with cleaner and cleaner fuels or the use of renewable energies and
the improvement of the working conditions of the more than 45,000 drivers in charge
of transporting 3 million passengers, including two and a half million schoolchildren,
are some of the tasks that the FNTV is in charge of. Eric Ritter, its Secretary General,
talks about some of these issues in this interview.
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We seek solutions on the road, to foster
a mode of transportation that is more
authentic, safer and more economical than
private cars.”
What are the most important aspects currently being
promoted by the National Federation of Passenger
Transport?
It is necessary to expand the range of transport services
proposed to our citizens. The objective is clearly to transfer
the individual car method to coaches. There are financial
arguments in favour of this: individual cars are increasingly
more expensive for families, although they may not be aware
of this. These cars cause many traffic jams, which are a source
of contamination. There are two reasons for applying in France
the solutions that have been adopted in other countries in
favour of coaches, offering a high level of service quality that
is noted by travellers. Specifically, I'm thinking about Spain,
which has finally been able to address the problem of combining
both after a long period of time.

Do you believe that the bus and coach transport service
in Europe is sufficient?
Certainly not. We are in light of a definition of the offer--regional
collectives and the Government determine the transportation
offering, with the support of operators. It is unlikely that we
will pass directly to a definition of the demand, which originates
from traveller customers, but we are going to logically increase
the involvement of coaches in travel, similar to what is done
with high service level buses that supplement trams very well,
as has been verified in Nantes (the first city to have reintroduced
trams in France).

Would you summarise the general lines that will mark
your future actions within the Federation?
We have kept cabotage open to international lines for the
same reasons--in order to be slightly more economical, even
in the express road lines that I mentioned earlier. We are going
to continue developing new road solutions, in the strictest line
of our communication in favour of a transportation method
that is more suitable, safe, and economic than individual cars,
and in some cases, even more effective and flexible than trains.
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How would you describe the evolution in recent years?
Is it possible to progress? What improvements have been
made recently?

clearly forces us to consider the question of coordinated public
policies for transportation. The reformed regional collectives
provide the elements to the response.

After investing strongly in regional express trains, French
regions strive to better define the economic area in which
each method belongs. The coach's turn will come, and this
can be seen with the development of road networks driven
not only by the regions, but also by the departments. This

Access to cities continues to be poorly addressed in France,
especially the use of dedicated voices, although we're starting
to see progress. I believe that several departments are moving
in this direction with astute solutions that also have an impact
on vehicle characteristics. Coaches evolve; their image is far
below what it should be, considering the evolution of the materials
and services undertaken. On-board comfort and multi-modal
information are two signs of progress we have seen so far.

“The coaches’ turn will be driven by the
regions, but also the departments”

Significant efforts towards improving road conditions in
France have been made. Do you believe that the quality
of our roads and motorways is in line with the number of
vehicles that circulate daily?
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Infrastructures cannot be infinitely multiplied. There are physical
and economic limits to both roads and railways. As far as the
budgets available in European countries, this is the time for
optimisation. However, let me point out that France has a
strong level of road and railway infrastructures that allow for
additional coaches to circulate. In this regard, we are working
with our road partners.

What is the status of the industry in France?
France and Germany are in a good position in terms of coach
fleets. There are new measures that favour greater safety and
improved vehicle accessibility. France will soon implement an
initiative aimed at moving to the next level, which will likely
have multiple effects, so that coaches may evolve. Industrial
locations in France will be welcome in this regard, in the
definition of the “Great Loan.” It will also be responsible for
the environmental and technological plan.
Lastly, how do you see the future of bus and coach
manufacturers? What is your opinion about the strategic
lines that should be followed in developing new products?
I wouldn't step into the industrial role. I would simply highlight
two needs: to recover passenger expectations, and to integrate
the “service” dimension ahead of costly technical solutions.
To rely on R&D in order to remain ahead, based on the belief
that coaches will evolve in the next ten years.

“Infrastructures cannot be infinitely multiplied. There
are physical and economic limits to both roads and
railways”
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MEXICO IS THE COUNTRY WHERE THE MOST UNITS HAVE BEEN SOLD

Irizar México becomes more relevant within
the Group
In December 1999, Irizar México delivered its first locally produced coaches in Querétaro.
It will soon be 12 years since that time, and after a long learning process and many more
successes than grievances, today Irizar México is the leader of the luxury coach market
in the Aztec country.
The cutting-edge design and image of
our coaches has been one of the key
factors that have allowed Irizar to quickly
position itself as the best solution for
tourism companies.

This positioning has reached such an
extent that today, tour operators and
users do not request coaches for a
service, but rather they request IRIZAR
brand coaches, regardless of the
bodywork model within the range
offered.
Strong efforts and a clear strategy of
building close customer relationships
have led to the current reality. Today,
most road passenger transport
companies acquire units of the Irizar
brand, especially the famous Irizar PB.

The most representative road
passenger transport companies in
Mexico continuously demand Irizar
coaches.
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More frequently, tour operators and users
exclusively request IRIZAR coaches, regardless
of the bodywork model within our range

Some of these companies own more
than 3,500 coaches and travel
approximately 18 million kilometres each
month. The Irizar PB is the preferred
option by the companies due to its
comfort, reliability, safety and
characteristics that ensure greater
profitability, which are what they value.
As a result, Irizar has become the main
provider for three of the four largest
companies in Mexico, and therefore the
world. Thanks to this relationship and
constant contribution of customer
feedback and needs, which we consider

an opportunity for improving, Irizar is
able to constantly evolve its products.
Today, more than 370 people work on
the Mexican project. The feeling of
collaboration, teamwork and customer
service are the basis for all its members.
Although there is much work to be done,
Irizar México's future is guaranteed
thanks to the company's eagerness to
grow. 2011 will be a record year in terms
of units produced.
There is no doubt that the values which
represent the Irizar brand are the main

contribution to the success obtained in
Mexico.

The Irizar plant in Querétaro doubled
its production capacity during the
first half of the year.
At this time, three coaches are
manufactured each day
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INDUSTRIAL DIVERSIFICATION, THE STRATEGIC KEY FOR THE FUTURE

Jema Electrónica: created to address the Group’s
electronic system needs
As part of its industrial diversification, the constant search for synergy between the
Irizar Group’s companies has resulted in the creation of the JEMA ELECTRONICA
division in 2011
JEMA ELECTRÓNICA has been
established with the objective of offering
solutions to address the group's needs
in terms of multiplexed systems and
electronics for managing coach systems
and their main components. . The
projects planned by this division for
2012 focus on supplying various
systems such as lighting and climate
or access control.

JEMA, the company acquired by the
IRIZAR group in December 2009, is the
leader of the power electronics sector.
During its 58 years of history, it has
always centred its activities on
developing customised and innovative
solutions, while addressing the
requirements of each customer. Its focus
is to maintain a close relationship with
customers so as to offer its high capacity

for designing and developing the most
ideal solution for their needs.
Throughout the years, Jema has known
how to constantly adapt to the needs
of each industry from its position of
technological cutting-edge and
leadership. Thanks to its extensive
experience, technological knowledge
and international presence (it is currently
in more than 40 countries), it is able to
supply products anywhere in the world,
adapting to the specific circumstances
and requirements of each country, user
and project.
Its activity is structured around three
business areas and the company strives
to provide the most suitable service for
each industry in terms of its
characteristics:
• Critical Supply Systems
Extremely robust and reliable solutions
for the chemical, petroleum, gas and
energy generation industries.
• Advanced Supply Systems
For highly innovative applications that
require the highest technological level.
• Systems for Renewable Energy
Reliable and able to obtain the
maximum performance of the energy
provided directly from nature.
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JEMA is the leader of the power electronics industry
Its activity is aimed at developing innovative and
customised solutions

JEMA's solutions are primarily aimed at
the supply for various loads or facilities
such as:
• Nuclear fusion and particle research
laboratories.
• Test banks and test facilities.
• Power plants: nuclear, combined
cycle, thermosolar, diesel, carbon,
etc.
• Refineries, offshore platforms, LNG
plants, chemical plants.
• Hangars and shipyards for vessel and
aircraft maintenance, air bases.
• Energy distribution and transport:
network quality.
• (SVCs, active filters, stabilisers).
• Renewable energy: photovoltaic,
aeolian.

However, this year, due to the global
economic situation, funding for
photovoltaic plants has come to a halt
and JEMA has strengthened its
commitment towards the development
of and new applications in various energy
areas such as:
• ISARE. A project that involves creating
an intelligent 400K network to be
installed at San Sebastian's
(Gipuzkoa) Miramón Technological
Park to manage energy efficiently and
safely. The project includes the
distribution of energy obtained from
renewable sources, addressing
electric vehicles, storage and energy
efficiency.
• IEB - a research project for the
development of propulsion in electric
city buses.

Additionally, this year, the following
product innovations have been launched:
• IPAC2011, high-precision power
supply for long pulse modulator and
fusion research centres for Klystrons.
• EPSEC Hamburg, a new range of 3,
5 and 10 kws single-phase solar
inverters.
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INDUSTRIAL DIVERSIFICATION, THE STRATEGIC KEY FOR THE FUTURE

Innovate & Transport: ITS solutions for transport
management
As a result of Irizar's diversification policy, in May 2011 Irizar became a reference
partner for the Innovate and Transport, S.L. (I&T) company, which is located in San
Sebastian's Miramón Technological Park.
I&T designs and manufactures ITS
(Intelligent Transport System) systems
and solutions for managing railway and
road transport.
Its main product is the iSAE, which offers
intelligent and sophisticated transport
management for improving quality of life
A system. Some of the characteristics
that define the system are:

Designing and
planning of
services

Configuration of
infrastructure, fleet
and personnel

• Simple and easy to use. The system
performs all the possible operations
automatically.
• Sustainable. It helps improve the way
drivers drive in order to reduce CO2
emissions.
• Profitable. It improves occupancy
indicators for the services offered by
searching for the highest transport
service profitability.
• Economically efficient.

Information for travellers

Efficient driving

Voice
communication

Reports generation

Video surveillance

Data mining

Incident management

Maintenance

Monitoring

Log reproductions

• It is easy to add new functionalities.
The iSAE system is based on SOA
architecture. Each service is integrated
into an independent module, allowing
to modify or add new services in a
simple manner.
• Integration with other devices. The
SOA architecture makes it possible to
easily integrate iSAE with other
systems.
• Scalable system. It operates perfectly
with small or large bus fleets.
• Reliable. The system is installed on a
highly available platform.
In addition, all the modules tolerate
failures, allowing the service to be fully
available.
It is present in companies such as
EuskoTren or Suburbanos of Mexico, and
is currently carrying out research projects
related to active safety and
telecommunications.

Collecting and labelling information

Information for travellers
Service control
Information in real time
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CSR (CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY)

IRIZAR, we are people who work for people
Corporate Social Responsibility plays a
major role at Irizar. The creation of wealth
and employment to benefit the regions
where it carries out its activity, as well
as for people, customers, external
partners, society and the environment,
is a major part of Irizar's mission.

surroundings (society and the
environment), allows to obtain benefits
that make it possible to have growth that
generates wealth and new jobs in a
cooperative framework with
communication, freedom and
responsibility."

Its mission states: "We are looking for a
project based on teamwork that, through
the continued satisfaction of people,
customers, external partners and our

Despite the crisis, Irizar has maintained
the coherence of its social commitment,
maintaining jobs during the most
unfavourable times.
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Global project: Growth that
generates wealth and new
employment

coaches and buses that meet the
strictest quality, personal safety and
environmental standards.

It is a global project made up of more
than 3,200 people. Its group philosophy
is based on the firm commitment to
growth and the creation of wealth
for the people of the country where it is
present, in addition to promoting local
providers. All of Irizar's production plants
have the equipment, technical means
and necessary facilities for producing

In recent years, Irizar has launched its
commitment to diversification in order
to continue innovating and promoting
new business projects that contribute
towards creating sustainable wealth and
employment. A result of this strategy
was the purchase at the end of 2009 of
the majority share of JEMA S.A., a
company located in Lasarte (Gipuzkoa)

Despite the crisis, Irizar has
maintained the coherence
of its social commitment,
which is especially reflected
in the fact that it has
maintained jobs during the
most unfavourable times.
with a 56 year history and the leader of
the power electronics industry.
In the first half of 2011, new steps have
been taken in this direction with the
creation of the JEMA ELECTRONICA
division that addresses the group's needs
in terms of multiplexed systems and
electronics for managing coach systems
and their main components.
In addition, Irizar has become a partner
of reference for the I&T company (located
in the Miramón technological park of San
Sebastian), which designs and
manufactures transport management
information systems.

Teamwork, as the sum of people's
abilities, is the foundation which allows
growth that generates wealth.
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Our commitment to
PEOPLE
IRIZAR wants to focus on equal
opportunities, fight discrimination and
respect diversity. This is reflected in its
new hires policy: “Political, union or
religious ideals will not be reasons for
rejecting candidates (in addition to race,
language, gender or marital status) unless
these explicitly oppose the cooperative
principles and organisation, and the
objectives, commitments, values and
principles of IRIZAR.”
training and balancing professional
and personal aspects are also key
aspects that result in permanent training

plans. Flexible work schedules that
are available to people so they may
balance their personal and professional
lives.
the safety and health of people are
two priority aspects in everyday
activities, and they are also unwavering
dogmas when applying any product
and/or production process innovation,
making it a top objective to adapt jobs
to people.
In this area, safety has increased in the
last three years by investing more than
€800,000, significantly reducing risks
that may result in serious
consequences.

Our commitment to CUSTOMERS
and PASSENGERS
Irizar's main strategy is to "Build
Customer Loyalty" through three main
pillars on which it has based its Group
philosophy throughout its history:
safety, reliability and service. New
coaches are designed and developed
with the participation of collaborators,
providers, customers, drivers and
passengers by completing an analysis
of their needs. As a result of constant
work and a concern for always
improving and progressing along this
line, these aspects have become the
elements that represent the IRIZAR
brand and its coaches.
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A clear commitment to providing buses
that are safer, more accessible and
reliable for customers and passengers.
Active and passive safety are strategic
aspects for new developments. The
company invests whatever is necessary
in technology and innovation in order to
be a leader in this field, where Irizar
anticipates the demands and regulations
of each market in order to meet and
guarantee the maximum levels for both
drivers and passengers.
IRIZAR has taken an additional step
towards its goal of technological

innovation, contributing additional
concepts in terms of safety by
presenting its integral technology with the
strategic objective of expanding the
current coach offering (chassis plus
bodywork) for customers, complementing
and offering a complete IRIZAR coach to
those markets that request it.
In order to guarantee maximum
reliability, all the coaches in the IRIZAR
family have undergone demanding
durability tests at independent institutes
of recognised prestige, such as IDIADA
and Applus+, with excellent results.
In addition, Irizar coaches offer the

maximum ability to be adapted, allowing
customers to configure the coach and
other equipment options according to their
specifications in order to fit their needs.
Spaciousness and passenger
accessibility are key, and so aside from
the existing solutions for people with
reduced mobility, a solution that is
integrated into the front door has been
developed (this version is already
available for the UK market since mid2011). Among many other options, it's
worth highlighting the development of a
reading system for the blind in the
coach.
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Our commitment to EXTERNAL
PARTNERS

specifications and the associated items
by coach.

Our relationship policy with external
partners is based on ethics and
efficiency, striving for the highest mutual
satisfaction possible that allows to
achieve the main values we provide our
customers.

Our level of integration with providers
has also earned external recognitions
such as the 2006 ICIL Logistics
Excellence Award for "establishing a
clear supply logistics reference of a
company in a global market, based on
the true integration of its providers in the
supply chain for customer satisfaction,
and in terms of product development by
ensuring its quality."

For this reason, we design and develop
coaches with the involvement of
partners and providers.
As far as our main providers (integrated
providers), we have established 'Coach
Logistics Management' that integrates
providers so that they can consult the
Irizar management system for their
production schedules, pending orders,
goods received, and the continuous
customer revisions regarding confirmed

Aside from the strategic alliances we
maintain with our partners in Irizar Group
companies, we also have agreements
with importers that provide distribution
and customer-oriented services in
specific markets throughout the world.

In the last three years,
safety has increased by
investing more than
€800,000, significantly
reducing risks that may
result in serious
consequences
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Our commitment to the
ENVIRONMENT
The continuous effort towards
improving its surroundings and the
company's commitment to the
environment have led Irizar to invest
more than €10 million in the last five
years
Respecting the environment and energy
efficiency are a priority. It is not by chance
that Irizar was the first coach
manufacturer to obtain the ISO 14001
certification in 1998when it undertook
its Ormaiztegi plant expansion project.
Last year, it joined the Stop CO2 Euskadi
initiative of the Basque Office for Climate
Change, implementing actions aimed at
reducing emissions with greenhouse gas
effects derived from its activity and
focusing on energy efficiency, as well as
involving the people within its
organisation and its customers in the
fight against climate change. Along these
lines, significant investments have been
made in the painting rooms by
incorporating a new air duct heating
system that reuses the hot air generated
by the furnaces, thus reducing the annual
consumption of natural gas which results
in lower CO2 emissions to the
atmosphere. In the last five years, the
company has been able to reduce
consumption by approximately 50%.

Irizar is committed to
being a pioneer in
adopting innovative
policies and actions that
contribute towards
sustainable development
and improving the
environment in its
surroundings
Additionally, energy efficiency actions
are currently being carried out, allowing
the company to obtain information about
the energy consumed in its facilities in
order to ensure its optimisation.
Sustainability and respecting the
environment are also unwavering dogmas
in the production processes at all of
Irizar's manufacturing facilities. In this
regard, the company invests in
technological improvements and
implements processes that affect the
segregation of waste, the aspiration of
welding fumes, and the recycling of

100% of the solvents used during the
paint process. There is also a constant
search for the best solutions to reduce
COV emissions as much as possible.
We can highlight Irizar's firm commitment
to including water-based paint in all its
painting processes
The maximum recyclability of the
components used in the coaches and
the optimisation of weights and
aerodynamics for minimum fuel
consumption are a priority when
designing new coaches. All of these
actions confirm Irizar’s commitment to
being a pioneer in adopting innovative
policies and actions that contribute
towards sustainable development and
improving the environment in its
surroundings

Sustainability and respecting the
environment are unwavering
dogmas for Irizar
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IRIZAR carries out actions of solidarity all over
the world through NGO projects in Haiti,
Rwanda, Benin, the Philippines, Colombia,
Senegal and Mozambique
Our commitment to SOCIETY
Society plays a leading role at IRIZAR.
Its strategy states: “our RELATIONSHIP
WITH SOCIETY will be respectful, open
and participative, collaborating in the
creation of wealth and employment, in
the culture and sports of our closest
surroundings, as well as in social work.”
Despite the crisis, IRIZAR donates
more than €1.5 million each year to
supporting its social environment.
The company allocates a significant
financial effort as well as the
dedication of its people in contributing
towards the socio-economic
improvement of its surroundings and of
the society in which it is integrated.
In this aspect, it is actively involved in
activities that are carried out with the
aim of sharing its experience with
society and fostering interests that can
be seen in the form of advances at other
organisations. Since 1995, it has
organised open events in which people
from companies, institutions, public
organisations, universities, schools and
any other type of non-profit or for-profit
organisation may participate
Aside from collaborations with nearby
training centres, Irizar also carries out

Irizar dedicates a significant financial
effort as well as the dedication of its
people in contributing towards a better
society that is fairer.

actions aimed at improving the
knowledge about coaches of the public
and emergency service professionals
who work on accidents in
which coaches may be involved
It contributes towards activities related
to culture and sports. University training,
for which an average of €300,000 are
donated each year, is also an important
aspect for Irizar.
It performs actions of solidarity all over
the world through non-profit
organisations with projects primarily in
Haiti, Rwanda, Benin, the Philippines,
Colombia, Senegal and Mozambique,
and it organises visits that contribute to
education, maintenance tasks,
infrastructures and accompaniment for

underprivileged groups. The company
also organises aid campaigns for people
affected by natural disasters.
Irizar's impeccable track record has
earned it numerous awards and
recognitions. One of these is the “2004
CONETICA CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY AWARD.” On a global
level, the “EUROPEAN QUALITY PRIZE
2000” given by EFQM undoubtedly
deserves special mention, as Irizar is
the first large Spanish company that
does not belong to a foreign multinational
group to receive this prestigious
European honour.
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Some examples of actions carried out this year

The actions carried out by IRIZAR have earned the recognition
of IHOBE, a Public Environmental Management Corporation
in the Basque Country, which has recognised them as
innovative and effective.
The installation of an innovative technology in its painting
booths has allowed IRIZAR to reduce natural gas
consumption in the drying furnaces by 38% while preventing
the emission of more than 600 tons of greenhouse gases.
IRIZAR is a leading coach manufacturing organisation and
a pioneer in combining industrial development with
environmental awareness. It promotes a corporate policy
that is in constant search for alternatives that are increasingly
environmentally friendly and sustainability, both in the design
of its products as well as in production processes, and
promoting this spirit of environmental awareness amongst
the people within its organisation as well as customers.
As a result, IRIZAR has decided to focus on its coach
painting process (since it entails a significant amount of
natural gas consumption) by optimising this process with
innovative technology that allows it to be much more efficient.
The technology consists of an air duct system with a direct
burner (air duct) in which the flame produced by natural gas
combustion directly heats the air in the booth. In this system,
the resulting combustion gases in the furnace are mixed
with the air to be heated, which achieves two important
effects: it improves the efficiency of the drying phase by
significantly reducing natural gas consumption, and it also
prevents the generation of the corresponding CO2 emissions.
This innovative system has been progressively incorporated
in all the painting booths at the Ormaiztegi plant where it is
possible, for a total of 18 booths, allowing for a 38% annual
savings of the natural gas associated to the drying process.
This translates into an annual reduction of 620 tons of green
house gas emissions.

With this change in its painting process, IRIZAR consolidates
its commitment towards being the most efficient and it joins
countless organisations in the CAPV that have seen how by
applying eco-efficient actions, they are able to be more
efficient in their consumption of raw materials and CO2
emissions, which translates into greater economic and
environmental efficiency that allows them to be more
competitive and responsible with the environment.
With these actions, IRIZAR once again shows the solidity of
its commitment towards improving its surroundings and
contributing to the fight against climate change, as well as
its financial efforts and those of the people within the
organisation in order for this to become a reality.
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IRIZAR has supported Gipuzkoan sports since 1999
IRIZAR hosted the Kirolgi Foundation's
commemoration event for the Ordizia Rugby Elkartea
Honour Division rugby team

The objective of this celebration was
none other than to highlight the IRIZAR
GROUP's sports commitment towards
Gipuzkoa through the Kirolgi Foundation
and the spectacular season completed
by the Ordizia Rugby Elkartea Honour
Division rugby team. The Irizar Group's
Social Council and its president, Gorka
Herranz, as the host, welcomed the
president of the Kirolgi Foundation, Iñaki
Galdos, the team's players and the
executives of the Ordizia Rugby Elkartea,
led by their president, Aitor Araña, inside
the company.

The event served to recognise the
magnificent track record and extraordinary results of the
excellent team of people at Elkartea Rugby, as well as the
effort, motivation, commitment and work that drives and
encourages the team to continue along the same path.
The Kirolgi Foundation is a non-profit organisation with the
primary objective of promoting and developing Gipuzkoan
sports, with a special focus on high-performance sports,
especially by attracting public and private sponsorships.

Irizar, which makes a strong financial effort as well as through
the dedication of its people in contributing towards the socioeconomic improvement
of its surroundings and
the society it forms part
of, understands that the
world of sports is an
unbeatable way to
convey values such as
dedication, motivation or
the involvement of
everyone in reaching
objectives

Page from the Kirolgi publication focused on IRIZAR
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A COMMITMENT TO ACCESSIBILITY

New Irizar i6 with a front platform
Irizar has just launched onto the market
the new platform for the disabled, which
it has installed in the front door of the
Irizar i6 coach, allowing people with
reduced mobility to access the coach
through the same door as other travellers
and avoiding any type of discrimination.
Shortly after presenting the new Irizar i6
to the market, the Spanish company has
now launched this model with front door
access for the disabled for the English and
Irish market, the result of more than a year
of intense engineering work with the most
prestigious partners on the market.

Irizar offers this product in two lengths of
its i6 coach model: 12,655 metre on 2
axles and 14,175 metre on 3 axles, with
a 3.5 metre height and ceiling air
conditioning in the front. These coaches
have level floors for easier wheelchair
manoeuvring. The platform for people
with reduced mobility is made by the
English company PLS, a market leader
for these types of solutions. The vehicle
interior and exterior have been completely
designed for this project, which includes
a wider than usual front door and a
passenger area that has been adapted
to the level floor.

This product offers the possibility of
installing a guide seat that is compatible
with the platform's operation, and in terms
of the wheelchair area, Irizar offers the
option of quick-release seats or a pair of
seats with the NMI system, which avoids
having to remove the seats from the coach
in the event of a disabled passenger.
The product has been recently
homologated for the European ECWVTA
standard and it meets the most
demanding safety parameters included
in the 66.01 regulation.
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The product has been
recently homologated for
the European ECWVTA
standard

This project has represented a strong
investment for Irizar, but the company
has maintained its commitment to it
because it believes the product has a
future both in the English market as well
as in other European markets.
The Excalibur / Terravision company has
also joined the list of customers interested
in this product with an order of five units
that are currently being manufactured
and which will begin operating before the
end of the year. In this case, this wellknown operator that transports thousands
of people from the airport to Stansted
has selected 12.175 m long 2-axle
coaches for 53 passengers or 49 + 1
wheelchair and a Scania K360 EB 4x2
EEV chassis (see the photo of one of the
coaches in the production line).

West Coast
The seven first units of this i6 model with front
door lift have been purchased by the Scottish
operator West Coast Motors to serve the
Campbeltown-Glasgow route. The first five coaches
have been operating since 15 August following
their presentation on 12 August at an event
attended by numerous industry representatives
at the Inveraray castle in Scotland (see photo).
The two remaining coaches will be delivered at
the end of this year and will be added to this line.
They are 14.2 m long three-axle coaches with 59
seats, rear WC and Scania K360EB 6x2 Euro 5
chassis.
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PROJECT DEVELOPED BY IRIZAR

Funtoro screens integrated in Irizar
premium seats

Thanks to the
multifunctional TFT touch
screens, travel will become
a much more gratifying
experience.

IRIZAR has just developed a solution that
allows to integrate the personalised
Funtoro entertainment system in its
Premium seats, and the solution is already
available for all customers who would like
to provide this added value to their
customers.
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PROJECT DEVELOPED BY IRIZAR

New Irizar i4M for school
transport in the UK
It consists of an innovative system that
allows to integrate individualised TFT
multimedia touch screens in the seats
and that offers numerous possibilities for
configuration and media contents,
allowing each passenger to select the
type of en route entertainment they prefer.
The system includes TFT touch screens
with easily configurable menus from which
each passenger can access the content
they prefer: films, live television, the
Internet, games, advertising, news or en
route information.
It is undoubtedly a way of making travel
a much more gratifying experience.

Irizar has just developed a new version of the Irizar i4 M for school
transport in the UK. It is a coach with a 3+2 configuration that will be
destined to school transport in the United Kingdom.
The version currently available has a length of 12.2 m or 12.9 m, a level
floor and up to 70 seats. The first unit has been manufactured on a 12.2
m Scania K320 IB Euro5 4x2 chassis with 68 3+2 seats from the English
PPS manufacturer.

Each passenger can select the type of
on-road entertainment they prefer
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Coaches for the SAMAR Group

The Irizar i6 coaches before
departing to the Spanish capital,
home of the Samar Group

The Samar Group renews its coach fleet by including units
of the new Irizar i6 and Irizar i4 Low Entry on a Volvo
chassis.
The Samar Group has made a firm
commitment to the new Irizar i6 coach
with 13 m versions on the Volvo B9 and
B13 chassis with 2 axles, and 15 m
versions on the Volvo B13 chassis with
3 axles for regular routes.
The coaches are equipped with
maximum safety and comfort, complying
with the R66.01 standard. They have a
highly resistant steel structure, double
VENUS glass panes with solar filters,
exclusive padded seats with central
armrests, footrests, tables, magazine
holders and prepared for individual

sound, as well as a front destination
sign.
In addition, the vehicles have been
prepared to transport people with
reduced mobility by including a lift
platform.
The other set of coaches acquired are
the Irizar i4 Low Entry model with a 12.5
metre length on a Volvo B7RLE chassis,
which are also characterised by their
safety (they meet the R66.01 standard),
versatility and innovative design.
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The seats are exclusive Irizar i4 model,
and the coaches are equipped with full
anti-vandalism insulation system of the
driver's area, as well as a platform lift for
people with reduced mobility that has a
dual electrical and manual function.
The interior and exterior lighting of both
the i6 and i4 coach models includes LED
technology with exclusive Irizar
headlamps and pilot lights.
The Samar Group, which already has an
extensive Irizar coach fleet, has once
again placed its trust in this brand due
to the maximum safety, reliability and
profitability it offers.
With more than 85 years of experience
and a clear customer service oriented

The Samar Group, one of
the leading passenger
transport companies, has
a fleet of more than 550
vehicles that travel more
than 35 million kilometres
each year

focus, today it is one of the top road
passenger transport groups in Spain.
It is characterised by its tremendous
capacity to address the population's
various mobility needs through a wide
array of regional, national and
international coach and bus transport
services.

The Irizar i4 Low Entry coaches
acquired by the Samar Group are
equipped with platform lifts for
people with reduced mobility
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Irizar in Ireland
The second order will be destined to the
Expressways service and consists of 20
13.9 m long and 3.7 m high 3-axle Irizar
i6's on Scania K400EB 6x2 Euro5 chasses
for 63 passengers or 59+1 wheelchair.
All the coaches were personalised and
adapted to the needs defined by the
operator in terms of comfort, safety and
accessibility (PRM) for passengers and
drivers, as well as concepts such as design
and profitability.
The coaches are equipped with Wi-Fi,
220v outlets for laptops, flat monitors and
padded leather + upholstery seats, among
other items.

Irizar continues to add to its list of
successes on this island despite the
nation's adverse economic conditions.
Translink
This past April, three Irizar i6's were
delivered to the Translink operator from
Northern Ireland. They were 13.87 m long
and 3.9 m high 3-axle coaches on Scania
K400 EB 6x2 Euro5 chasses. The coaches
are destined to tourism and equipped with
all types of passenger commodities: a
spacious above-floor rear WC, 52 leather
seats, Wi-Fi system, aircraft-type luggage
compartment covers, flat screens, etc.

According to Adrian Thompson, the
manager of Translink touring coaches,
these coaches join a fleet of Irizar Pb's
that have been well-accepted by the public
and are being used for a number of routes
throughout Europe.

As far as safety, these coaches also
comply with the most demanding market
standards and are equipped with a
Fogmaker fire-extinguishing system, LED
lights, isofix child-seat anchoring systems
in some seats, three-point safety belts,
luggage compartment covers with
sensitive edges, and a long etcetera

Bus Eireann
Bus Eireann is another customer that has
made a strong commitment to Irizar this
year with two major orders for a total of
45 coaches through Westward Scania.
The first order, which will be delivered to
the customer at the end of 2011, consists
of 25 12.4 m long and 3.5 m high 2-axle
Irizar Century models on Scania K320 EB
4x2 Euro5 chasses. They will have a
capacity for 53 passengers or 51+1
wheelchair, and will cover the Commuter
service.

Bus Eireann confirms its
commitment to Irizar with an
order for 45 coaches
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The double order placed
by the Bus Eireann stateowned company for a total
of 45 vehicles stands out

In terms of systems, it can be said that
the new coaches will be optimally
equipped with a CCTV surveillance
system, an AVL fleet control system,
destination signs and resettable fuses,
among other items.

The ASINTRA Board of
Directors at Irizar

Regarding the driver's position, it will be
120 mm and 150 mm longer (depending
on the model), and the rear-view mirrors
and dashboard have been defined so as
to improve safety and comfort to a
maximum.

This past 29 September, ASINTRA
held its Board of Directors meeting at
IRIZAR's facility in Ormiaztegi (HQ).
Irizar, which sponsored the event,
appreciated the attendance of all the
board members present at the meeting
by awarding a commemorative plaque
of the event and made a brief
presentation about what the Irizar
Group currently represents, its
philosophy, values and product
strategy. Afterwards, it invited all the
attendees to participate in a guided
visit of the manufacturing plant and
provided lunch at a nearby restaurant.
The three Irizar i6 coaches
delivered this past April to the
Translink company in Northern
Ireland
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20 deluxe coaches delivered to
Student Agency

The Czech passenger
transport company
STUDENT AGENCY has
just renewed its fleet of
coaches by adding new
Irizar units in August and
September.
The delivery consists of 20 IRIZAR PB
deluxe coach models manufactured on a
Volvo chassis B13 PX 6x2 SI VTL Euro5,
15 metres long and equipped with 63
seats, a WC and an automatic coinoperated coffee machine. The Italian
Politécnica-model leather seats are

equipped with footrests, a table, and the
integrated Funtoro TFT screen system for
personalised on-board entertainment that
allows passengers to choose from the
various applications it includes such as
films, music, videos, photos, games,
satellite TV and even Internet navigation.
These vehicles will operate non-stop routes
from Prague to Brno, as well as
international lines to London, Gothenburg
and Saint Petersburg. This customer has
purchased 30 coaches from Irizar in recent
years, for a new total of 50 Irizar Pb
coaches.

Student Agency is a travel
agency headquartered in
the Czech city of Brno

Student Agency's expectations in
becoming a reference in terms of image
and in providing customers with a luxury,
safe, personalised and comfortable service.
Additionally, this project has been a
contributing factor in having the German
DeutscheBahnse company join the order
by requesting the four identical Irizar Pb
coaches (except for the company colours).
These coaches will be delivered in
November of this year and they will operate
the Nuremberg - Prague route.

With the delivery of these coaches
equipped with the latest advances in
technology and comfort, Irizar has met
2011 OCTOBER
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AISA counts on Irizar for 10 new
coaches to renew its fleet
The delivery event for the new coaches
purchased by the AISA company took
place at IRIZAR’s facilities in Ormaiztegi
on 21 July. The attendees included David
López (representing the buyer) and Mikel
Apalategui, sales agent, Jon Gurrutxaga,

AISA is a regular road
passenger transport
company that covers more
than 100 lines in 15
concessions. It travels
through 14 provinces and
seven autonomous
communities

after-sales agent, and Miguel Ángel Pérez,
IRIZAR's sales manager in Spain.

The ten coaches offer the latest technology
in the SAE system and ticketing systems.

Of the ten coaches that were purchased,
four are Irizar i6's and the rest are
Century's. The first group, with a 15 m
length, is aimed at consortium lines.
Equipped for school transport, they include
67 padded seats, a lift for handicapped
passengers, daytime lights, interior and
exterior LED lights, destination signs and
VENUS windows. They also comply with
the 66.01 standard.

AISA, which was founded more than 70
years ago, already has a fleet of nearly
200 vehicles that are distributed
throughout various lines and concessions.
For AISA, passenger service is
fundamental, which is why they use
coaches equipped with the most
innovative technology in terms of safety,
design and comfort.

The six Century units (13 m long) will be
used for a number of concessions and
are equipped for school transport, include
55 padded seats, a lift for handicapped
passengers, double monitor and VENUS
windows.
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RANGE OF COACHES UNVEILED

IRIZAR is present at the main industry fairs
IRIZAR consolidates its international presence by attending the sector’s main events:
Katowice, Orense, Kielce, Birmingham, Rimini and Kortrijk are the settings where the
most important innovations will be presented.
Targi Glob Katowice (Polonia)

IRIZAR attended the most important
international fair aimed at tourism in
Poland with its own stand for the first
time.

Irizar selected the Targi Glob Fair held
last April in the city of Katowice to
officially present the new Irizar i6 integral
coach. It was the first time that IRIZAR
attended the most important international
fair aimed at tourism in Poland with its
own stand. The stand with a vanguard
design represented the company's

values and became the stage for
presenting the distribution agreement
that had been signed with the Wanicki
company for sales and after-sales
services of Irizar coaches in the Polish
market.
Outside there was an Irizar i6 integral
coach with a length of 12 metres and a
height of 3.70 metres.
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Nortrans Trade Fair
Ourense – Spain
IRIZAR, which delivered its first coach
in Galicia more than 50 years ago,
attended the eighth edition of the Salón
del Transporte y la Logística this past
September with a stand of more than
1,000 square metres, marking the first
time the company attended with its own
stand.

During the Nortrans trade
fair, Irizar made a firm
wager for flexibility and
personalisation in its
commitment to offer
customised coaches
Kielce Trans Expo (Poland)
The first fall event is the 2011 Kielce
Trans Expo fair, which took place 20-22
September in the Polish city where
IRIZAR was present with its own stand
for the first time. Inside the nearly 300
square metre stand were two coaches-a new Irizar i6 and an Irizar i4 integral
coach (powered by DAF), both 12.2
metres long. It was without a doubt the
ideal setting for welcoming customers

and guests in a fair destined for the bus
and coach industry where all the major
brands were present. It is also worth
mentioning that the IRIZAR-Wanicki
stand received the first place award for
the best design and assembly at the fair.
This fair has allowed IRIZAR to once
again show its commitment to the Polish
market and its desire to always be close
to its clients.

The IRIZAR-Wanicki stand received the
award for best design and assembly of
the Trans Expo trade fair.

With the theme of Closer than ever, Irizar
showed its firm commitment to this
market and presented eight coaches of
the entire Irizar range--four of the
renewed Pb in 15.37 m and 12.37 m
versions, three of the new Irizar i6 model
in 15.37 m, 14.37 m and 12.35 m
versions, and a new version of the Irizar
i4H in 9.4 m, all manufactured on
chasses from all the brands available in
the domestic market and belonging to
some of the most important customers
in Galicia.
Irizar also aimed to strengthen its values
of flexibility, personalisation and a
maximum ability to address and meet
customer needs by allowing them to
configure coaches according to their
requirements.
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The renewed 13-meter
long Irizar PB was
presented at the Coach
& Bus Live trade fair
Coach & Bus Live Birmingham (UK)
This fair is followed by the Coach & Bus
Live de Birmingham (United Kingdom),
which will take place 5-6 October. It is
one of the most important industry fairs
in the United Kingdom, bringing together
clients, suppliers and specialised news
media. It is the second time that IRIZAR
attends the Birmingham fair with its own
stand. On this occasion, IRIZAR UK had
a modern and open stand of more than

300 square meters with a large social
area that served as a meeting point for
numerous visitors. One of the innovations
presented was the renewed 13-metre
long Irizar Pb that included the
improvements that have been added to
the range this past year. The Irizar i6
coach was also on display, and both were
of the integral versions with DAF engines.
Bus & Turismo – Rimini (Italy)
The fourth edition of the Rimini Bus &
Tourism Expo, the dates of which
coincide with Nice, will be held 6-8
October as part of the TTG Business to
Business Fair aimed at tourism and the
leading reference for the Italian market.
Created as a side event for the tourism

fair, this Italian expo has become
essential for coach companies that
operate in the tourism sector.
IRIZAR has taken advantage of this event
to launch its new Irizar i6 coach for
commuter and touring services to the
market. It will present its complete range
of products made up of six coaches,
three new Irizar i6 coaches, one 12.35,
one 12.37 metres long and another 14
metres long, a 14.37 metre Irizar PB,
a12.23 metre Irizar i4, and a 12.37 metre
Century, all on Scania chasses.
This way, Irizar consolidates its
commitment to the Italian market, where
it continues to strengthen its brand
image.
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The stand at Busworld continued the company image
line: open, innovative, futuristic, transmitting safety,
reliability and service values
Busworld – Kortrijk (Belgium)
IRIZAR, leading Spanish companies,
will attend with its own stand the twentyfirst biennial edition of the Bus and
Coach Trade Fair, which is the most
important in the sector on an
international level. For the second time,
IRIZAR will participate in the fair's
inauguration and hold a press
conference to promote its brand values
and to present its entire range of
coaches, proving to be one of the top
international industry references.
On this occasion, IRIZAR will attend
Busworld with a stand of more than

1,000 m2 that is in line with the
company´s image: open, innovative,
futuristic, conveying the values of safety,
reliability and service. Accessible to
everyone, its design is a reflection of
IRIZAR´s character, with an open and
transparent philosophy, and with the
solidity obtained from more than 120
years of history. In it, visitors will be able
to view a new Irizar i6 coach model, a
renewed Irizar PB and an Irizar i4, all in
integral versions and with DAF engines.
In addition, an Irizar i6 on a Volvo
chassis and an Irizar PB on a Scania
chassis will be at the main entrance of
the venue as proof of Irizar's strategy
of continuing to work together with

various chassis brands while launching
its own range of integral coaches as an
alternative, depending on customer
requirements from different markets.
Irizar's aim is to confirm at this fair that
its entire range of integral coaches is
now available to meet the needs of
international markets.
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ACQUIRED BY AUTOCARES AIZPURUA

Real Sociedad inaugurates a new coach for
this season
There are two wooden tables and a toilet
installed at the rear. The Real Sociedad
coach also has two television screens,
besides a GPS system allowing the exact
localisation of the vehicle, WIFI and extrastained windows impeding ultraviolet
rays inside.
Regarding the external design, there are
two visible large-size shields decorating
the rear of the vehicle, with the official
logotypes of the Real Sociedad sponsors.
Autocares Aizpurua that has been
transporting the Real Sociedad players
during the last four decades, is a family
company that started in 1967. It has a
fleet of 35 luxury coaches with different

At the end of July, Real Sociedad
presented the new coach that the team
will use for the 2011-2012 season. It is
a Irizar PB coach acquired by Autocares
Aizpurua who have been responsible for
transporting the team for more than 40
years.

The coach based on a Scania chassis
is 13 meters long, 2.55 wide and 3.7
high and is equipped with 44 seats
upholstered in grey leather including
armrests, footrests and an outlet for
connecting to the electrical installation
for every two seats.

A classic, the txuri-urdin shield, on one
of the most modern coaches in the
market
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Two large-size visible shields decorating the rear
part of the vehicle

capacities and 3000 square meters of
self-owned workshops and garages for
maintaining and caring after the vehicles.
its personnel formed by highly qualified
professionals, offers passenger transport
services and client assessment
guaranteed by the experience
accumulated over 40 years. This is a
guarantee of commitment, safety,
solidness, comfort and large capacity
for adaptation to the necessities of each
client.

Angel Aizpurua highlights that "rendering
this service to the Real Sociedad is a
satisfaction and honour. As from now,
we have a latest generation coach with
which we expect to improve the results
of the team”.

The coach once again pretends
to become a main character in the
‘blanquiazul' future successes
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An Irizar PB for Autocares Artieda to transport
Osasuna players
This past March, the Club Atlético Osasuna presented the new coach it will use for
travel. It consists of an Irizar PB that was purchased by the Autocares Artieda company
of Navarre, which has been responsible for transporting the team for more than thirty
years.
The vehicle's presentation included the
participation of the club's president, Patxi
Izco, accompanied by the trainer, José
Luis Mendilibar, and the team's players.
Juan Antonio Urteaga, Irizar's Northern
Region Sales Manager, represented the
company. Also in attendance were
representatives from Scania and Conauto,
which is the brand's dealer for the region.
Osasuna's new Irizar PB is a state-of-theart luxury coach that has been designed
to travel kilometres in great comfort, safety
and reliability. Irizar has manufactured this
luxury PB in a 14-metre long three axle

version. On this occasion, the vehicle
includes even more extras to please the
players. It has 35 spacious leather seats
with footrests with an engraving of the
team's logo. It is also equipped with tables,
a Wi-Fi connection, toilet, coffee maker,
etc.
The vehicle will replace another Irizar of
the same model, since Autocares Artieda
has placed its trust in the Basque
manufacturer's products, just as Osasuna
has done with them for many years.
According to Tomás Artieda, the
company's CEO, "Irizar offers excellent

sales and after-sales service. For us, they
are open people who build a lot of trust."
Additionally, "the PB is a fully recognised
product that is currently the market leader,"
he adds. In terms of the good relationship
that exists with the Basque company
Artieda is based on the philosophy that
"in order to be strong, you must surround
yourself with strong partners.”
Autocares Artieda renews the Osasuna
coach every five seasons and tends to
have a driver that attends this service on
a permanent basis, Javier Cobos Suiza,
whom the players congratulated and
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According to Artieda's
management, the
openness of IRIZAR's
people and the trust they
create are key to the good
relationship that exists
between the two
companies
greeted during the presentation. Some of
the team members stated that “they can
change our coach, but the driver is off
limits!” Other comments that could be
heard from the players were along the lines
of "we're going to score even more goals
with this coach!"
Artieda currently has a fleet of 36 coaches
with an average age of five years. They
focus on touring services and they also
have two regular routes. 30% of their
touring services are related to the sports
world, although they also provide services
for schools and workers.
The fleet of vehicles is made up of coaches
with 38 to 72 seats and microbuses with
19 to 28 seats.
According to Tomás Artieda, the company
stays true to its philosophy of providing a
safe and quality service:
"Our objective is for our customers to be
satisfied."

The coach has 35 spacious leather seats
with footrests with an engraving of the
team's logo.
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A BRAND NEW IRIZAR PB FOR THE ATHLETIC OF BILBAO

The best roar of the "lions"
The Athletic of Bilbao has acquired an
eye-catching luxury Irizar PB coach with
which to transport its players.
The new bus, which just as the previous
one is 13.8 meters long, and includes
important improvements in terms of
safety and comfort.

This coach complies with the future
R.66.01 safety standard and has the
latest advances in terms of technology
and comfort. In this regard, it is equipped
with 36 comfortable seats upholstered
in black leather, with leg rests, central
and aisle armrests, two-point seat belts,
magazine holder, audio, tables. It has

Athletic fans have a new reason to
celebrate
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Instead of the predominantly red colour of its
predecessor, a metallic black with a large silver logo
of the team's lion has been selected

The investment in technology and safety
make the new Athletic of Bilbao's coach
a comfortable and safe place for travelling
and resting. The vehicle is environment
friendly thanks to its reduced
consumption, which minimises CO2
emissions, and the maximum recyclability
of its components.

on-board Wi-Fi, individual audio
connections, a DVD and four game
tables for moments of leisure.
It also has double tinted glass panes
that filter the sun for greater comfort and
cooling.
The rear of the coach has a removable
four-seat sofa that transforms into several
beds with leg rests where injured players
can rest. In terms of energy, the coach
allows the use of 220 volt electrical plugs
in the individual power points located at
every other row of seats.

It also includes refrigerators, a
microwave, toilet, and a closet in which
to hang suits.

Executives and members of the
Athletic team at the presentation of
the Irizar PB
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WITH SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO SAFETY

Sevilla FC acquires a “spatial” coach
Sevilla FC has acquired a new coach for
transporting its first team, but this is not
just any bus, by no means. The Nervion
based club has confirmed the purchase
of an IRIZAR i6 model, which is the latest
in technology and automobile
engineering for the coach market.
The IRIZAR i6 is the most modern coach
of the market. It is 15 meters long, has
leather seats and joint tables, with four
fixed screens, high bathroom, three
saloon tables for four seats and another
four with footrests allowing the players

to lie down as if on beds. That is to say,
the most comfortable on the market. In
addition, it has TDT, DVD and WIFI.

Not in vain, this authentic automobile
jewel on wheels has been awarded as
Coach of the year 2011 in Spain (by road
Passenger and Transport sectorial
magazines).
In other words, Sevilla FC also has
improved the quality of its club transport,
by acquiring an authentic spatial coach.

Foreground and interior detail of the
new Sevilla FC coach
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THE CLUB EXPANDS ITS FLEET AND NOW HAS FIVE COACHES

The Villarreal Football Club travels in the best bus
It is definitely not a question of details.
When the team has to travel by road,
the players will not be able to say that
the vehicle is uncomfortable: the team
has just purchased a state-of-the-art
IRIZAR coach.
Cutting edge safety system, Wi-Fi, TDT,
coffee maker, 3-axle MAN chassis, 480
hp, state-of-the-art engine that is
environmentally friendly, etc. In summary,
all that remains is for the new Villareal
coach to cheer on the team.
The presentation event was attended by
most of the yellow team led by Juan
Carlos Garrido, the trainer. In addition,
Rossi and Gonzalo were able to check
all the innovations included in the bus
with a more detailed visit.
With this signing, the Villareal now has
a fleet of five buses, which allows both
its professional teams and all the lower
categories to travel in optimal comfort.

Part of the team and directors of
Villarreal during the presentation of
the new coach
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SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH THE LAST TOUR DE FRANCE

TEAM MOVISTAR debuts a new coach
coach of the TEAM MOVISTAR cycling
squad, in regard to equipment and design.
Even the last detail has been calculated
to facilitate the work of the riders,
mechanics, managers, doctors, massage
therapists, and of course, to handle the
visits of sponsors and partners.
This coach is a 14-meter long and 3.7meter tall Irizar PB, built on a VOLVO B13
chassis. The front seats are equipped with
nine single and swivel seats with special
leg rests for the optimal comfort of the
riders. They can, in turn, face each other,
hall-style, for team meetings and important
visits. They also have a second kitchen
area with a coffee maker, refrigerator,
freezer, microwave, etc.; another central
area with two showers, a spacious toilet
and multiple closets and, finally, a lounge
with horseshoe-shaped leather sofas in
the rear part of the coach for the leisure
of the riders.
"The biggest cycling team in the world”
as it is called in its website, debuts an
Irizar PB motor coach."

The new and spectacular TEAM
MOVISTAR motor coach debuted at the
Tour de France in the greatest of ways,
given that the first participation of the
squad with its new sponsor coincided with
the first victory in the gala round, by Rui
Alberto Costa from Portugal, during the
eighth stage with the finish at the top of
the Super Besse ski resort.

It has several large LED screens to watch
DTT and satellite TV, even when the coach

This motor coach, designed by Irizar in
constant collaboration with Eusebio Unzue,
José Luis Arrieta (Sporting Director) and
Iñaki Aranguren (Technician), is the best
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The nine individual seats
can face each other, hallstyle, for team meetings
and important visits
is moving, PC connections, WiFi, static air
conditioners, two outdoor awnings, a
Honda generator, power inverter, washerdryer, space conditioned for ten bicycles.
TEAM MOVISTAR, which inherits the
structure of the old Caisse d'Epargne, Illes
Balears, Banesto or Reynolds is the most
successful international squad. In his
nearly 40-year history, Eusebio Unzue, its
general manager, has witnessed the victory
of his riders in seven Tours de France, two
Tours of Italy, four Tour of Spain and
hundreds of wins in competitions around
the globe.

Considered by the UCI for many years as
the best team in the world, it is a leader
in the sports world, now facing the
challenge of its most ambitious and exciting
project.
IRIZAR wishes them the best of luck in
the remainder of the season and in the
years ahead.
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THE MOTOR COACH IS THE FIRST TRIUMPH FOR THE AUSTRALIAN TEAM

An Irizar PB to welcome Green Edge Cycling
professional cycling
The Green Edge Cycling Team, one of
the best kept secrets in Australian
cycling, has acquired an Irizar coach for
team travel, during their participation in
European events.
A 14-meter long, 3.7-meter high Irizar
coach based on a K480 Scania chassis,
was chosen. It is equipped with 3

individual seats and 3 double pairs, all
with special footrests, magazine nets
and a table.
It also has a horseshoe shaped room
for six people and the kitchen includes
all the necessary elements to cover the
necessities of the team during the
campaign, being equipped with fridge-
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freezer, foldable induction hob,
microwave and coffee machine.
Only one very powerful water pump for
the hydraulic installation of the WC,
showers, and extendable outlets for
cleaning the bicycles.
Besides the front screen, it has two 22”
TFT screens, a parabolic and TDT
antenna.
GreenEdge is a lighting project by the
“Aussie” federation, also known as
Cycling Australia, which takes maximum
advantage of the talents generated by
its growing academy and its enormous
infrastructures. Sucah a strong crew
have been able to attract a large part of
the antipodal competitors. It is a giant
in full birth of which practically only its
name, sponsor and technical director is
known: Neil Stephens

The UCI World Tour is the great aim of
GreenEdge in 2012. For that reason the
Australian project should gain points in
the sports ranking, something that is
very complicated as the realist Neil
Stephens recognises. “We are making
a great effort to become a Pro Team,
but with imposed criteria that are very
complicated. Although we fulfil the other
factors, we really need points in the
sports ranking. But the dream of
Australian cycling is to have a team at
maximum level, and we expect to reach
that as soon as possible". A legitimate
and stimulating dream that Stephens
and his colleagues try to obtain with
GreenEdge.

Neil Stephens (1963, Canberra-Australia)
is well-known by Spanish fans. He was
enrolled eight times in the national team,
outstanding for his five seasons in the
ONCE team. He retired in 1998 and
settled in Euskadi, specifically in Oiartzun
(Gupiuzcoa), where he got married, had
two children and is currently living there.

GreenEdge Cycling, one of the bestkept secrets of Australian cycling,
wages on an Irizar coach
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ON THE ROAD THROUGH EUROPE

Europe: the diversity of a common destination
In Europe, the cradle and heart of the West, you will find beautiful landscapes and
gorgeous cities, loaded with historical and cultural richness. We unveil an itinerary
and a route where exciting surprises await you and where you will find major hidden
treasures.
France
Heading for the stars and the
medieval times
From the Ormaiztegi plant, we cross the
Pyrenees and head for Toulouse, the pink
city, with Space City visits to embark on
a journey to conquer the universe.
Discover real size space vehicles, climb
aboard the replica of the Mir station, you
can see the Ariane 5 space rocket and
climb aboard the Soyuz spacecraft. With
your own eyes, you will be able to observe
the Airmotor coach A380 assembly line,
the giant of the sky and learn more about
the legendary Concorde.

Then head to the medieval citadel of
Carcassonne, a World Heritage site,
Albi, the birthplace of Catharism and of
the great painter Toulouse Lautrec, and
the authentic medieval town of Cordessur-Ciel, a legendary village that defies
the passing of time and history.
Stars of the French Riviera
Now let's turn to a perfect destination in
a natural setting: The Riviera. Locations
such as Cannes, St. Tropez and Nice
make of the French Rivera the most
glamorous region of France, an enclave
for celebrities from around the world.
Sun and sea are guaranteed in its

charming villages, which used to be a
haven for artists such as Picasso and
Chagall in the twentieth century.
The first of the exceptional points of the
French Riviera is St- Tropez, a world
renowned town. In the summer, its harbour
is filled with huge yachts, movie stars and
famous people. Continuing along the
coast road, Cannes of the stars is your
next destination. Cannes is La Croisette,
the beachfront that each May is filled with
movie stars, and also the fishing district
of Suquet, crowned by a medieval castle.
Our original route planned to drive by the
neighbouring potter-craft village of
2011 OCTOBER
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They say that at least once in
a lifetime you have to go to
Monaco with his tourist district
of Monte Carlo
Vallauris, where Picasso had his
workshop and where the "Man with a
Lamb" sculpture that Picasso donated to
this town where he lived for many years
can be found. Also in the picturesque
port of Antibes, the Grimaldi castle, facing
the sea, where he worked for some years,
has become a national museum
dedicated to his work.
From here, you are within walking distance
from the lavender fields around Grasse,
a perfume world centre and a setting
chosen by Patrick Suskind for his novel
The Perfume. Further away, there is Nice,
the capital of the Riviera, where in addition
to the old section of Nice and the
imposing cathedral, you can find an
unforgettable walk on the beach facing
the famous Promenade des Anglais.
From the fort of Mont Alban, you can get
a spectacular view this entire stretch of
the coast. Villefranche-sur-mer stands
out here, with its houses painted in all
shades of red and yellow. Not to miss
are the fortified towns of Vence and Saint
Paul de Vence; for many, these are the
most beautiful cliff-hugging towns
throughout the area.
At least once in your lifetime you have to
go to Monaco. Monte Carlo is the tourist
district of Monaco, with the prominent
casino, the lush gardens and luxurious
hotels. Nearby, you can find the cathedral
where Grace Kelly is buried, and where
the Grimaldi Palace is located, whose
colourful changing of the guard takes
place at 11:55. The three famous ledges
that run along the last stretch of the Riviera
before becoming the Italian Riviera is
riddled with bends on the road, and brings
that memory of Grace Kelly, who was
killed in one of them.
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The Alps rise close to the
cosmopolitan bustle of Milan, with
their beautiful scenery and
distinguished environment
ITALY
Dream lakes
The unparalleled lakes of Maggiore, Como
and Garda with their mirror-like-waters
are the biggest in Italy and all three are
located in the north, in the region of
Lombardy, the most prosperous of the
country. Close to the cosmopolitan bustle
of Milan, rise the Alps, with their beautiful
scenery and distinguished environment.
Milan is a capital that may appear gray
and chaotic at first glance, but look again
and you will discover that this Lombard
centre is filled with great charm and
undeniably beautiful monuments such as
its Gothic cathedral, delicate on the
outside, but breathtaking in the inside.

In the setting of the Piazza del Duomo,
especially in the exclusive Quadrilatero
d'Oro, you will understand why Milan has
become the world leader in fashion.

Only 50 km away, you can find lake
Maggiore, at the Alpine border of Italy
and Switzerland. In the centre, the
Borromean Islands gather a series of
palaces and gardens in a natural setting
of extraordinary beauty.
Not far away, Lake Como is wedged
between high mountains and numerous
villas, including that of the actor George
Clooney. Further east, Garda is the
largest Italian lake, measuring 50 km
in length and 17 in width. The medieval
fortress of Sirmione is its most popular
tourist spot. We will also visit Città Alta
de Bergamo with its Piazza Vecchia,
considered by Le Corbusier as the
paradigm of the perfect town square. If
you remember Romeo and Juliet you
cannot miss the elegant and romantic
city of Verona. And to finish the route,
nothing better than to move to the travel
to the beautiful city of Venice.

The Gothic Cathedral of Milan,
delicate on the outside, but
breathtaking in the inside
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AUSTRIA
Alpine splendour
After crossing the Alps, the absolute
main attraction of this region in the west
of Austria, we enter Tyrol: beautiful
without restrictions, home to 250 peaks
over 2,000 meters above sea level,
mountains overlooking the glacial valleys
cradling picturesque villages with wooden
houses. In spring and summer everything
is covered with flowers and greenery.
The route begins in the Austrian Alps in
Innsbruck, capital of Tyrol, where large
urban attractions and the surrounding
mountains leave you breathless. Her on,
we will drive through natural wonders,
such as the Hohe Tauern National
Park, the largest in central Europe, home
to thirty peaks over 3,000 meters in
altitude, glaciers and traditional villages
with wooden houses. The

Tyrol is home to 250 peaks
over 2,000 meters above
sea level, mountains
overlooking the glacial
valleys cradling
picturesque villages with
wooden houses

Grossglockner road crosses it from
north to south. Tourism is the most
spectacular alpine road in Austria and
certainly in Europe and offers the most
moving view. The Grossglockner Road
ends in the village of Heiligenblut. The
steeple of its XV century church stands
out on the horizon; inside a jar holds the
holy blood of Christ or Heiligenblut, which
gives the town its name. Krimml is an
essential appeal of this national park.
The visit to these magnificent waterfalls
is one of the most popular excursions in
the Austrian national park. A good way
to enter the Hohe Tauern is from the town
of Zell am See, with a privileged location,
surrounded by spectacular alpine scenery
and a large lake that illuminates the
landscape.
Our tour also makes a stop in Salzburg,
the city of Mozart. Retracted on one side
of the Salzach river, the city of Salzburg
is a marvel of baroque buildings that has
been called the Rome of the Alps. Its
old town, considered an architectural
gem, has been declared a World Heritage
Site. Nearby, we see the Lake District,
defined as an earthly paradise by Emperor
Franz Joseph I. Our suggested route also
includes a stop at a prominent location
in the neighbouring country, the
Zugspitze, the highest mountain in
Germany, measuring 2964 metres.
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Munich is a magical city
that combines modernity
with tradition in the region
of Bavaria

GERMANY
The castles of Bavaria: A dream
passage through the summits of the
Alps

Lake Chiemsee, where the
Herrenchiemsee palace, the first of the
fascinating castles of Ludwig II of Bavaria
(the "mad king") was built.

Continuing east, in the Alps, the valley of
Berchtesgaden hides the Eagles Nest,
shelter of the Third Reich, and the peaceful
Königssee Lake. The itinerary calls for
entering Austria to visit one of the great
Alpine cities, Innsbruck, a city nestled
between mountains and one of the most
beautiful in Austria, before returning to
Germany and visiting Garmisch
Partenkirchen, away from the turmoil of
the city and surrounded by the Alpine
scenery. You have to climb to the
Zugspitze by cable car, the highest
Germanic peak (2963 m) and enjoy
spectacular views before coming to
Linderhof, Hohenschwangau and
Neuschwanstein, the famous royal
castles that dominate the entire world
with the spectacular panoramic landscape
of the Alps. The Neuschwanstein
Castle, a masterpiece of Ludwig II of
Bavaria, is the most visited tourist
destination in Germany. And the visit to
this monumental work, which Walt Disney
used for inspiration to create the Sleeping
Beauty castle, is truly worth the trip.

This route to the south of Germany
crosses the spectacular scenery of the
Alps, and links the visits to the castles
that the so-called "mad king" had built in
the late nineteenth century. The start of
this route is Munich, a dream city that
has preserved its cuddly and welcoming
character, and with its sausages, beer
and Great Park, welcomes us. A magical
city that combines modernity with tradition
in the region of Bavaria. You can stroll
through the old town or through the famed
Maximilianstrasse and enjoy the
glamorous boutiques. This is the luxurious
stop in Munich where you can find the
best in fashion. Our journey takes us to
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In Prague, a nice option
is to stroll along the Vltava
river in the opposite
direction to the old city

CZECH REPUBLIC
Off the tourist trail: Prague
Vysehrad Castle
We "cheated" a bit, because the tenth
century castle of Vysehrad is a first order
tourist point. What most tourists do not
know is that Vysehrad is the oldest fortress
of the city, and is on the same bank of the
river Vltava than the Old City and the
Jewish Quarter.
The Vysehrad area tends to be more
popular than the Prague Castle, both for
its peacefulness and the wealth and for
its environment and buildings. You can
reach it by metro and cross a quiet
neighbourhood of traditional houses with
gardens in front. The castle is also
situated in an elevated area of the city,
but in this case borders on the River.
The whole complex is fortified and has
the appearance of a castle, at least on
the outside.
The inner zone is currently a huge park,
very well maintained offering wonderful
views of the city and the river area. In
addition to the green areas, the Vysehrad
castle houses the Gothic church of St.
Peter and St. Paul, the Slavin cemetery,
where the most prominent Czech culture
and science lie, and finally several premises
used for exhibitions or restaurants.
But undoubtedly the most remarkable
aspect are the views of the river and its
surroundings; you can see the magnitude
of the Prague Castle on the opposite bank
of the Vltava. It appears to be a little far
when compared to the Prague Castle and
Old Town, but with the tram and metro
you can quickly reach the city centre.

housed in picturesque buildings. The most
spectacular building is the German
embassy, no doubt. Located at 19 Vlasska
Street, it has an enviable garden located
in the rear, which can be seen perfectly
from a distance.

Walking along the banks of the Vltava
Prague is usually crowded with tourists,
usually concentrated in the old town and
the area around the Charles Bridge. If we
abandon this concentration for a while, a
nice option is to stroll along the Vltava
River in the opposite direction to the old
city.

The Embassy gardens contain another
little gem: The Trabant gold sculpture.
In the summer of 1989, thousands of East
Germans camped beside the Berlin Wall
demanding its fall and their West German
citizenship. What happened is history,
and the wall fell. Thus, the sculpture pays
tribute to this moment in history,
symbolized by a Trabant (an East German
car model) with legs. Its sculptor is David
Cerny.

Visiting the outside of the German
Embassy
The Mala Strana district contains most of
the embassies of the city, and many are
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Visitors can enjoy the
exquisite cuisine of
Poland

Union in 2004 marked a turning point
and a big boost for the Polish economy.
On the way south we find the area rolling
landscape of the Upper Silesia, industrial,
mining and the Lower Silesia. The capital
of Lower Silesia, Wroclaw is one of
Poland's historical gems. Exceptional
beauty is portrayed in a network of canals
of the Oder, Poland 's second river that
marks much of its western border with
Germany.

POLAND
The great unknown
Poland remains a great unknown to
tourists. Located in the heart of Europe,
it endured an endless succession of wars
and occupations that have reduced its
heritage. However, some of its greatest
treasures have been carefully reconstructed
so that they can now be enjoyed by both
the local people and tourists.
Polish landscapes are arranged in stripes.
The north holds the Baltic coast
(Pomerania) with its isthmus, dunes and
cliffs and one of the most beautiful cities
of the country, the Hanseatic Gdansk.
Down towards the south along the Vistula
River, Poland's backbone crosses from
the northern to the southern boundary,
and includes two exceptional locations:
Malbork with its Teutonic Castle (the
biggest European fortress built in brick)
and Torun, birthplace of Copernicus,
noted for its beautiful old Gothic dome.
Then we enter an area of picturesque
hills and glacial lakes in the west, and

the beautiful Mazury to the east. Mazury
is a paradise for active tourism, such as
water sports, boating or horseback
riding, and it is a perfect base for
mycology hiking.
Leaving the Mazury behind, we find a
great plain that covers most of the
geography of Poland (Great Poland
and Mazovia), characterized by
extensive fields and important forest
areas that determine its character and
landscape.
Warsaw is located in the centre of the
plain, the country capital since 1596,
a heroic city that rose up against Hitler
in 1944 and, as punishment, was
systematically destroyed by the Nazi
army. Warsaw today combines lovingly
refurbished historic areas like Old Town
or the Royal Route with beautifully
maintained parks and modern
skyscraper hubs for offices, which
concentrates the vibrant economic
activity of the only European country
that has not experienced a recession
(although of course it also feels the
negative effects of the global economy).
The entry of Poland into the European

To the east of Silesia lies Lesser Poland.
Its capital, Krakow is compared with
Prague in terms of its wealth of
monuments and charm. Krakow has
great attractions and natural monuments
such as the Royal Castle, the cathedral,
the medieval square (the largest in
Europe) or the Wawel hill. In addition,
Krakow is home to one of the oldest
universities in Europe.
Finally, and now at the southern border
we travel into the Sudetes mountains in
the west and Carpathians in the central
and east section. National Parks and
unique rural architecture, rafting, trekking,
climbing, hunting, fishing and winter
sports in captivating scenery are the
main activities that can be performed in
the Polish mountains. Apart from the
nature and historical monuments, visitors
to Poland can enjoy exquisite cuisine,
cultural events of great interest, and fun
places for young people and traditional
Polish hospitality.
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The Netherlands is a
country of channels and
is also the country that
won the battle against the
sea

HOLLAND
The country where the magic
flourishes
Holland is the land of tulips, cheese,
windmills, bicycles, clogs, canals and is
also the country that won the battle
against the sea. A particular landscape,
with large surfaces worthy of their
inclusion in the list of UNESCO world
heritage sites.

Our next stop will be Alkmaar, the
cheese city of Holland; a traditional
cheese market takes place here from the
first Friday of April to the first Friday of
September. Heading south to Haarlem,
the atmosphere of its historic centre will
transport you to the past of the
Netherlands. The route between Haarlem
and Leiden is covered with tulip fields.
Delft is very close, the city of Vermeer
with its famous blue pottery; it seems

frozen in the times of the great painter,
contrary to Rotterdam, a modern
architectural experiment, contrasting with
the perfectly preserved windmills of
Kinderdijk.
You can also visit The Hague, with its
impressive embassy district and the
monumental building that houses the
International Court of Justice. If
travelling with children, it is a highly
recommended to stop Efteling Park, an
amazing park, dedicated to the world of
elves and fairy tales, brimming with
magic on all four sides.

The route starts in Amsterdam, a city
that combines its numerous canals and
many bridges with the original architecture
of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
concentrated in a small area. Add to your
visit a long boat ride through the magical
canals. To the north, the charming resort
towns of Marken, Volendam and Edam,
with their wooden houses, their clog
shops, their unique pictures of windmills
and the traditional clothing of its
inhabitants seem drawn from a fairy tale.

Amsterdam, known as the Venice of
the north, retains its original
architecture from the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries
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Brussels, Europe's capital,
is a balanced blend of
past and present with its
Grand Place, known as
the world's most beautiful
square

Belgium
Flanders, an art tour
Who has not dreamed of a country where
you can walk calmly through the cobbled
streets, take boat trips on the canals,
enjoy the sound of chimes, and in the
evening, dine at a romantic restaurant by
the dim candle lights? This is Flanders,
a perfect communion between art and
environment.
This amazing Flanders tour starts in
Brussels, Europe's capital. Brussels is
a balanced blend of past and present
with its Grand Place, known as the
world's most beautiful square. This
enjoyable art tour continues in the
charming little university town of
Leuven, with the magnificent Town
Hall, the most perfect and beautiful
expression of Brabant Gothic style, and
the Beguine style, a World Heritage.

Leuven is also known for its brewing
heritage, which you can taste in its lively
cafes. The next Flemish jewel is
Mechelen, famous for its Carillon school
and the prestige of its tapestries, with its
main square full of historic buildings with
magnificent facades.
Further north, there is Antwerp with a
world-renowned university, a World
Diamond Centre, the city where
Rubens lived most of his life, and home
to largest cathedral in Belgium. Ghent

is one of the most beautiful and vital
medieval cities in Europe. But the best
treasure in the city is held in the Cathedral:
the polyptych of the "Adoration of the
Mystic Lamb" by Jan Van Eyck, the
ultimate example of Flemish primitive
painting. As out of a fairy tale, the magical
and memorable features of the city of
Bruges in each of the streets remind you
that you are in one of the most beautiful
spots in the world.
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Edinburgh is an elegant
city with a halo of
romance that all travel
enthusiasts want to visit
GREAT BRITAIN
All the charm of the Highlands of
Scotland
History joins legend to combine fantastic
landscapes of unquestionable beauty.
Edinburgh peeks from the top of the
seven hills on which the city stands. An
elegant city with a halo of romance
that all travel enthusiasts wants to visit to
discover its charm. Further north, the
quiet town of Inverness waits, with the
charm of its castle and Georgian
houses that make up its historical centre.
The Urquhart Castle and Loch Ness
are the two such places in Scotland which
are able to activate anyone's imagination;
you can try to find the monster in its
waters.
Fancy a tour of one of history's most
famous castles in Scotland? This is the
fascinating castle of Eilean Donan,
the castle in films like The Immortals, and
rumoured to be the most beautiful
castle in Scotland. The Skye islands
are very close, with their impressive

volcanic landscapes and fishing villages
like Portree.
How about in a ride in an old train through
beautiful and mysterious hilly landscapes
surrounded by romantic mystery? Then
take a trip on the Jacobite Steam Train.
There are no words to describe the
gorgeous scenery; without doubt you will
evoke great scenes of the big screen.

Rob Roy, Braveheart and Harry
Potter's train through the Glenfinnan
Viaduct are good examples of this.
You can finish the tour with a cruise on
the beautiful Loch Lomond, and visit
the Stirling castle, one of the historical
monuments that have come to symbolize
the spirit of Scotland. Besides, golf was
born in Scotland and here you will find
some of the best golf courses in the world.
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THE SECOND EXPANSION (I):

The Transition Years (1980-1990)
The 80's began with a great crisis with a strong impact on family economy, having
to manage a strict budget for basic needs... The radiator was not a staple, and
therefore, demand fell sharply. Relations with Fagor became increasingly strained,
and Irizar had to stop making this small appliance. Its financial situation began
to fall apart. Again the Group, through Goilan, (Goierri County Cooperative Group),
funded the necessary capital for restructuring and relocated workers that Irizar
could not keep.
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In the early 80's no real
export culture existed
in Irizar
Despite the technical and economic
support, and Irizar product quality, the
cooperative did not fully regain its
economic and financial stability until well
into the 90's. During these two decades,
the company enjoyed brief periods of
recovery, which did not "stick," and failed
to heal the situation, due to the politicalfinancial situation of the country and the
precarious internal organization of the
firm. However, since 1991, the year Koldo
Saratxaga took over -after fleeting through
countless managers, and at a time when
urgent measures were being taken, or
when the cooperative was about to end
- a key attitude was injected to build
confidence in Irizar's workforce and
improve their performance, resulting in
what the company is today: Motivation.
Although 1981 results were negative,
1982 opened with the hope of holding
the World Cup in Seville: This type of
event would infuse a significant amount
of orders. And so it happened, but the
huge competition forced the company to
reduce its prices to the maximum to be
able to offer a competitive product in a
well saturated market. The hope became
just an expectation because the period
was closed with a 78-million deficit.

Moreover, the commercial doors of the
Spanish nation began to open to Europe,
and what could have been an opportunity
turned into problem. At that time, Irizar
was competing with the European
Economic Community, which was
overshadowing its product. The company
was able to endure this period of struggle
to gain and maintain the public market,
thanks to orders from Israel, which kept
the production rate of the cooperative:
"The motor coaches for Israel were also
special; regulations for the vehicles in that
country were different, and we had to
overcome great difficulties. The angles of
visibility from the driver's seat to the front
glass were different, but we were able
meet the measurement they requested,"
states Peter Iza.

The year of 1983 added a new obstacle
to Irizar's path to stability: Red de
Ferrocarriles de España (Renfe - Spanish
Railway Network) expanded its services
in response to a government campaign
to promote public transport. This
government project resulted in a
significant decline in enrolment, and
therefore, a decline in sales for the
cooperative. Furthermore, to top-off the
year, the lack of export culture of Irizar
left it unprepared to be competitive in the
international market, so it had to submit
again to the pace of the State's economic
conditions.
Angel Pozueta, manager of the company
during those years, remained firm in the
belief that the Irizar product had a future.
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Keeping pace with
production to support
the workforce became
one of the main
objectives at the end
of the decade. The
agreement with
Lamborghini occurs in
this contest

During the presentation of the financial
report of 1984, on 29 March 1985, he
described the two major problems that
the coach building market was going
through: there were 3,000 jobs held in
Spain for a market that only needed 2,000
- which was a surplus of 1 in 3 people and the risk of competition generated by
the opening of the European borders to
an already saturated market, in which
German and Italian coach builders were
preparing to introduce their products to
the Spanish market. Given these
objective data, in the same document,
Pozueta demanded the Irizar workforce
to provide the greatest effort to deal with
these circumstances, an effort that he
was not able to meet, because a year
later, in 1985, he would desert his
responsibility, taking with him one of the

most skilled workers. After his departure,
he became Irizar's competition. He had
failed to solve two major problems that
seriously rocked the future of the
Gipuzkoa cooperative the drop in
enrolment by 15% and the invasion of
the Spanish coach market by the
Portuguese due to their low prices.
The unavoidable conversion

"I worked in the Interventions Department
of Caja Laboral. This area was dedicated
to work with companies that were
bankrupt or in a very serious situation.
When I arrived at Irizar, its independence
ratio was 0.2, although Ampo, Orkly and
Ederfil (three Cooperatives of the Goilan
group) had donated money for
restructuring. The 1985 period was
negative, the Assembly was not satisfied
with either the manager or the
management team, so it decided to
replace him and draw a new picture. I
am always saying that of the twelve
highest salaries in Irizar, only two
remained. I had to place new wheels on
the cooperative, and little by little,
reorganize the management team." This
was the first significant challenge for the
new manager; the next one was the indepth analysis of the delicate situation of
the company and taking steps to heal it.
As he recalls: "In view of the situation,
there was a rule in Goilan, which read
that under delicate circumstances money
had to be borrowed from the members

When Pozueta left, Irizar was left without
a manager, and after retaining a joint
management team for one year under
the direction of Goilan, Caja Laboral
appointed a new General Manager, Javier
Azcarate.
Azcarate's primary objective was to guide
the company towards a stable situation:
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of the cooperative. On the other hand,
there were many people working overtime,
and I eliminated that. These two decisions
were not received well, but there was no
other choice."
The Irizar product also failed to meet
these measures: the in-plant chassis
building production line had to be
eliminated because the positive benefits
did not cover the large investment
required. The previous management team
had designed a product where Irizar, in
addition to the coach-body, was also
manufacturing the chassis. For this
purpose, they had even obtained the
necessary permits to become vehicle
manufacturers. This dispersion was very

risky as they were forced to compete, in
addition to coach-builders, with worldrenowned chassis manufacturers.
Keeping pace with the production to
support the entire workforce became
again one of the main objectives. To this
end, an agreement was reached in 1987,
held with Lamborghini, the company that
manufactured the world's most luxurious
vehicle. This project was not successful,
because when Irizar had funded the
investment and training of its team to
begin turning a profit, the Italian house
withdrew the product from its catalogue.
"We did not profit from the Lamborghini,
but we earned reputation and prestige,
just when we needed it."
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On April 15, 1988, with 104 votes in favour and 22
against, IRIZAR decided to become part of the
Mondragón Corporación Cooperativa (MCC)

The new management team was aware
also of the need to replace the old Everest
model by another model that was able
to meet market needs. As noted by Juan
Antonio Urteaga, head of customer
relationships for the domestic market,
after the "inexperience, the haste, the
need to match and to regain lost prestige
(which were a heavy burden during two
and a half years of the new vehicle building
process), the desire, the hope and
challenge required to get ahead,
sharpened all the senses and soon we
saw that we could be on track for a
promising product with a future, which
was later known as the Century,
honouring 100 years of Irizar history."

Azcarate describes 1989 as "a jovial
stage in the company," which had
managed to regain financial health based
of planning, effort and clear guidelines,
although it did not take long for the
situation to become again delicate: "I
have some really good memories from
that year. The entire workforce at Irizar
went to dinner together and we
celebrated the centenary of the birth of
the company with high hopes. That year,
we earned a profit of 400 million pesetas,
with a 4,000 million turnover."

The decision was taken shortly after an
it was determined in Arrasate that the
cooperatives were to be grouped by
sectors, not by counties, as had been
implemented so far, so that intercooperative support could be more
effective. The proposal came to Irizar,
which after debating it internally in groups,
on 15 April 1988, with 104 votes in favour
and 22 against, decided to become part
of the Mondragón Corporación
Cooperativa (MCC). "In those times it
was very important for Irizar to take this
alternative. The Cooperative Group
included highly respected companies in
the international arena, and that factor
offered strong support for Irizar" states
Juan Antonio Urteaga.

A year earlier, Irizar had made a crucial
decision that would guide its subsequent
steps: walking hand in hand with MCC.
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